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ABSTRACT 
SINGLE AND DOUBLE SPIN ASYMMETRIES FOR n ELECTRO-
PRODUCTION FROM THE DEUTERON IN THE RESONANCE REGION 
Sharon L. Careccia 
Old Dominion University, 2012 
Director: Dr. Gail E. Dodge 
The single and double spin asymmetries A, and Aet have been measured in 7t~ 
electro-production off the deuteron using a longitudinally polarized electron beam and a 
polarized ND3 target. The electron beam was polarized using a strained GaAs cathode 
and the target was polarized using Dynamic Nuclear Polarization. The data were 
collected at beam energies of 1.6, 1.7, 2.5 and 4.2 GeV in Hall B at Jefferson Lab in the 
spring of 2001. The final state particles were detected in the CEBAF Large Acceptance 
Spectrometer (CLAS). The d(e,e'7t~p)p exclusive channel was identified using the 
missing mass technique and the asymmetries were extracted as a function of the 
momentum transfer g2, invariant mass W, and center of mass pion angles cos(#*) and (j) . 
The results are generally in agreement with the phenomenological model MAID at low 
energies, but there are discrepancies in the 2nd and 3rd resonance regions, as well as at 
forward angles. 
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1.1 STRONG FORCE 
By the latter half of the 20th century, physicists had learned that there are four 
fundamental forces, the gravitational force, the electromagnetic force, the weak force and 
the strong force. The primary goal of modern nuclear physics is to study the nucleus of 
the atom including the strong and weak force contributions to its properties. An atom is 
composed of a dense nucleus in the center of an electron cloud. It was once believed that 
the nucleus was made entirely from protons. Chadwick made the discovery of a neutral 
object, the neutron. This discovery showed that the nucleus is a composite object, 
composed of neutrons and protons (ie, nucleons). Since the protons in the nucleus are 
positively charged objects, they should repel one another strongly instead of staying 
closely packed together at the center of the atom. The fact that they do stay together 
shows that there is a force holding the nucleons together that is much stronger than the 
repulsive electromagnetic force. This is the nuclear strong force, which has a finite range 
of the order of 1.4 fermi, unlike its electromagnetic counterpart, which varyies 
proportional to 1/r2 and whose range extends throughout all space. 
1.2 HADRONS 
One of the goals of strong interaction physics is to obtain information on the 
structure of the nucleon and other strongly interacting particles. In 1964, Gell-Mann and 
Zweig independently proposed that all strongly interacting particles (hadrons) are in fact 
composite particles themselves, composed of smaller particles which Gell-Mann called 
quarks [1]. Today we know that hadronic matter, including protons and neutrons, are 
This dissertation follows the style of Physical Review D. 
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composed of six "flavors" of quarks: up (u), down(d), strange (s), charm (c), bottom (b) 
and top (t). 
Table 1 Properties of quarks [2,3,4]. 
Name Quark Spin Charge (e) Mass (GeV/c2) Isospin 
Up u 1/2 2/3 0.0015 - 0.005 1/2 
Down d 1/2 -1/3 0.003 - 0.009 1/2 
Strange s 1/2 -1/3 0.06-0.17 0 
Charm c 1/2 2/3 1.1 - 1.4 0 
Bottom b 1/2 -1/3 4.1-4.4 0 
Top t 1/2 2/3 168.6 - 179.0 0 
To explain the electric charge and other quantum numbers of hadronic particles, the six 
flavors of quarks were assigned fractional electric charges as shown in Table 1. For 
example, the proton is the bound state of the three quarks (uud), and neutron is the bound 
state of the three quarks (ddu). These quarks are spin Yi particles or fermions. 
In the beginning of the 1900s it was known that the electromagnetic force 
between two charged objects is produced by the exchange of virtual photons. Because 
this is a long range force, the exchange field particles (photons) have zero mass. 
Likewise, to describe the nature of the short range strong force in terms of the exchange 
of virtual particles, H. Yukawa postulated the existence of a particle that would have a 
mass 300 times more than an electron or 1/6 the mass of a proton [5]. This particle is 
called the pion. 
1.2.1 Mesons 
Mesons are composed of quark-antiquark pairs giving the meson either spin-1 or 
spin-O. Pions are the lightest mass particles in the meson group. Pions are found in three 
different states: two charged states, the k+ and n, and a neutral or uncharged state, the n°. 
Table 2 Pion properties [6]. 
Particle Charge Isospin Iz f Mass (GeV/cz) 
+1 1 +1 0_1 0.140 
n -1 1 -1 0"1 0.140 
Tt° 0 1 0 o1 0.135 
Pions shown in Table 2 are, in fact, mesons. Pions are formed from up - anti-down (u d), 
down - anti-up (d u) or a linear combination of u u and d d quarks. 
1.2.2 Baryons 
Baryons, such as protons, neutrons, A, Z, and Q are formed from three quarks. 
Anti-baryons are formed from three anti-quarks. Since baryons are half integer spin, then 
some baryons such as the A++ and the Q- which are made up from (uuu) and (sss), 
respectively, would seem to violate the Pauli exclusion principle which states that no two 
particles can occupy the same state. This was originally stated for electrons but does 
apply to all half integer spin particles. O. W. Greenberg suggested that quarks not only 
have flavor (udscbt), but also have a "color" charge namely, red, green and blue [7]. 
Baryons have three quarks, one of each "color", whereas mesons have quarks with color 
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and anti-color. Quarks are bound inside hadrons and interact by the exchange of gluons 
that couple to color charge. The quark gluon structure of all strongly interacting particles 
is described by a fundamental theory known as quantum chromodynamics (QCD). 
1.3 ELECTRON SCATTERING 
Scattering experiments are a means of gaining an understanding of all observable 
objects in our daily lives. For example, in order to take a picture one must perform a 
scattering experiment. A stream of visible light in the form of particles (photons) from 
the sun or a lamp scatters off of the object of interest and into our "detector" the camera, 
which records the intensity (brightness) and energy (color) onto film (or memory chip) in 
the camera. According to quantum mechanics, the resolution of the object of interest is 
proportional to the wavelength of the photons, which is inversely proportional to the 
photon energy. We can observe objects with a size on the order of a few hundred 
nanometers with photons in the visible light range. To probe objects smaller than a few 
hundred nanometers, we need higher energy photons. In nuclear physics we are interested 
in atomic nuclei and their constituents, protons and neutrons, which are of the order of 
10"15 m or smaller. To achieve this resolution, we need wavelengths of that order or 
smaller. One method to achieve very small wavelenghts is by electron scattering. 
Electron scattering from a nuclear target is a useful tool for the exploration of 
QCD for two reasons. First, the electron is not a strongly interacting particle and its 
interaction is governed by Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), which is well understood 
and carefully tested, and will not interfere with the QCD system. The accuracy of the 
known parameters of QED allows the contribution of the electron to be taken into 
account in the scattering process. The second reason is that electrons can be accelerated 
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to high energies and therefore small wavelengths quite easily. 
The rate of scattered particles in a scattering experiment depends on the 
luminosity and the cross section. The luminosity is the total number of electrons per 
second times the number of target particles per unit area. The cross section is the 
probability that scattering will occur. The statistical error is proportional to the square 
root of the number of detected scattered particles. The more scattered particles there are, 
the lower the percent error becomes. It is clear that having as high a luminosity as 
possible is important for an accurate measurement. 
The development of high intensity, high duty cycle electron accelerators such as 
BATES (MIT), MAMI (Mainz) and Jefferson Lab (Newport News, Virginia) has made 
possible many experiments that were previously not feasible. These accelerators allow 
coincidence experiments, and beam quality sufficient for use with high-resolution 
spectrometers. If the collision is elastic, then the target remains in its ground state. Only 
its momentum changes. If the collision is inelastic, then some of the energy is deposited 
in the nucleon, exciting it to higher energy states. If the deposited energy is high enough, 
then the electron can scatter elastically off a single quark in the nucleon, which is known 
as deep inelastic scattering (DIS). At lower energies, the nucleon as a whole absorbs the 
deposited energy, leading to excited states of the nucleon. These states are also known as 
resonances. Fig. 1 shows the cross sections from inclusive electron scattering, where 
only the scattered electron is detected. The top plot is electron scattering off the proton, 
where three resonance regions are clearly visable. The most prominent resonant state is 
the A(1232) [8, 9]. The second and third resonance regions are made up from 
overlapping resonances. The bottom plot in Fig. 1 shows inclusive scattering off of the 
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deuteron. The resonances are clearly smeared out because of effects such as binding 
effects (ie, what holds the nucleon together) and (Fermi) motion of nucleons in the 
nucleus due to the fact that the deuteron is a bound state of a proton and a neutron. 
Q =1.5 (GeV/c) , E = 3.245 GeV, 6 = 26.98* 
DATA 
2 2.5 3 
W2(GeV) 





i—I i i i 1 « ' ' » 1 « « • ' i i—i—i—ft— 
1.5 2 2.5 3 
W*(GeV)a 
3.5 
FIG. 1 Inclusive electron scattering cross-sections for the proton (top) and the 
deuteron (bottom) measured at Jefferson Lab. The elastic peak (at W = 0.938 GeV) is not 
shown. The curve overlay on the data points on the top plot is a fit to Stanford Linear 
Accelerator Center data and the Gr and Om are resonance fit and the non-resonance 
background fit [10], 
These effects further smear out the cross-section. Exclusive channel measurements where 
we measure multiple particle final states will provide further information on the 
resonance region especially for deuteron targets. While there is a wealth of information 
on the proton, there is little information on the neutron. Since there are no free neutron 
targets, the deuteron target is chosen to access the neutron. Information about the 
resonance region is critical for the understanding of nucleon structure. 
1.4 PION ELECTRO-PRODUCTION 
Pion electro-production is an inelastic electron scattering process in which a 
nucleon produces one or more pions. Single pion electro-production and photo-
production are promising sources of information on the structure of the nucleon and its 
resonances. There are four single pion electro-production channels: 
e + p —>e +n + 7t+ (1) 
e + p —» e + p + 7T° (2) 
e + n —> e + n + 7C° (3) 
e + n —» e + p + n~. (4) 
There have been extensive study of the first two channels (see e.g., Refs 11, 12). The 
third channel is difficult to measure due to the fact that there are two neutral particles in 
the final state. The last channel is the reaction of interest for this thesis, and enables one 
to study the structure of the neutron. 
Some properties of the resonance regions of interest, including the mass, have 
been explored by inclusive cross sections. Still, more information, such as the quantum 
numbers and branching ratios of these states is needed. An exclusive reaction is one way 
of isolating information about the resonance region from the final state particles in the 
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reaction. A deuteron target is used to access information on the neutron. This will 
ultimately gain information about the neutron structure. 
Additional information on the nucleon can be obtained using a variety of 
polarization observables. For this analysis, the way to access information on the structure 
of the nucleon is to align the spin of the electron and target either parallel or anti-parallel 
to the beam direction. From this, the dependence of the scattering probability on the 
relative spins of the particles can be measured. One of the main programs in Hall B, 
which houses the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) at the Thomas 
Jefferson National Laboratory in Newport News, Virginia, is the study of spin 
observables. The EG1 experiment which is a part of the program in Hall B used a 
longitudinally polarized electron beam incident on longitudinally polarized ammonia 
(NH3) and deuterated ammonia (ND3) targets. CLAS was used for particle detection. 
CLAS has nearly a 471 acceptance which allows the detection of multiple-particle final 
states in exclusive reactions. The first part of the EG1 data were taken in the fall of 1998. 
A second, longer run took place from September 8, 2000 through April 20, 2001. About 
23 billion electron scattering events were recorded. Beam energies ranging from 1.6 - 5.8 
GeV were used. The EG1 run consisted of several experiments where inclusive and 
exclusive electron scattering data were taken on ND3 and NH3 targets [13, 14, 15]. 
The main goal of this analysis is to extract the double polarization asymmetry in 
exclusive en —* erfp scattering as a function of the electron and pion kinematics. A 
secondary goal is to extract single target spin asymmetries. These data will provide a 
large amount of new information that can be used to improve models of the nucleon 
resonance states. In Chapter 2, the physics motivation for this experiment, including the 
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formalism and theoretical overview is presented. The experimental set-up including the 
beam, CLAS and target design and operation is discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, 
event selection and data analysis are described. Physics results and asymmetries are 




2.1 FORMALISM AND KINEMATICS 
In this chapter we define the kinematics of single pion electro-production and 
introduce the polarized and un-polarized cross sections, helicity amplitudes, asymmetries 
and resonances. The well-known nature of the electromagnetic interactions defined by 
quantum electro-dynamics (QED) make electron scattering ideal for studying the 
which is introduced at each vertex defined in the Feynmann diagram of the 
electromagnetic interaction [6]. Because a is much smaller than one, Feynmann diagrams 
with more vertices contribute much less to the cross section (because they depend on a2 
or higher orders of a), so only the lowest order process in which a single virtual photon is 
exchanged will be considered. This is known as the one photon exchange (OPE) 
approximation and is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
nucleon. The coupling strength is given by the fine structure constant a = e 137' 
P, 
FIG. 2 Diagram for the one photon exchange approximation for pion-
electroproduction. 
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In single pion electro-production, the reaction can be described in two steps. As 
seen in Fig. 3, the electron emits a virtual photon, which is absorbed by the target 
nucleon. The second step is the decay of the excited state through the emission of the 
pion. 
FIG. 3 Diagram showing the two step electro-production resonance reaction. 
Virtual photons have three possible angular momentum orientations, 
m = -1, 0 or 1 and have non-zero mass. On the other hand, real photons have angular 
momentum orientations m = -1 or 1 and have zero mass. If the angular momentum 
orientation of a photon is 1 or -1, its electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular to the 
direction of propagation, and it is a transverse photon. If the angular momentum 
orientation is zero (m = 0), then the photon can couple to the electric charge of the target 




Pion electroproduction is described in terms of four kinematic quantities, the 
invariant mass of photon and nucleon W, the four momentum transfer q, the pion 
scattering angle 6*, and the angle 0* between the leptonic plane, defined by the incident 
electron, scattered electron and virtual photon, and the hadronic plane, defined by the 
virtual photon and scattered pion. 
FIG. 4 The (e,e'7c) scattering reaction. The initial and final electron momenta A:,-
and kf, define the leptonic plane; the virtual photon direction and the emitted pion define 
the hadronic plane. The center of mass angle 0* of the emitted pion, the center of mass 
angle <f> between the leptonic plane and hadronic plane, and the helicity h = ±1 
representing the polarization state of the electron beam direction are also incidated. 
In Fig. 4, the incident and scattered electron are denoted by the four-momentum 




azinulhal angle f) 
(altagt) 
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nucleon can be described by the exchange of a virtual photon with an energy v = et - ef 
and a three-momentum q = kt - kf . The four-momentum transfer is given by q = {v,q). 
Varying E' and 6e can access vand q. To access#* and (f one needs to detect the pion 
with large acceptance. The four-momentum transfer squared is given by 
Q2 = -q2 = Aefif sin; ' 0 ^  (5) 
2 
where 0is the angle between the incident (beam) direction and the scattered electron. Q2 
is an invariant quantity, as is the invariant mass of the struck or excited hadronic system, 
which is given by 
W  =  { M 2 N + 2 M N v - Q 2 f .  (6) 
M„ is the target nucleon mass. In the case of real photons, Q2 is zero. The hadronic 
system is described by the four-momentum of the initial nucleon, the final nucleon, and 
the emitted pion, pi = (Ei ,/>, ), pf = (Ef, pf) and pK = {Ek ,pK), respectively. The 
kinematic quantities of interest for single pion electro-production are the center of mass 
(cm) angles 6* and for the emitted pion, as well as Q2 and W, which completely 
describe the electron scattering vertex. 
2.2 DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS 
The differential cross section for the production of a pion from electron scattering 
off a nucleon is given by [16] 
k, e, E, e, (2*f 2 E, (2*f E, (2*)' 
* s{p, +1 - P, - P,) * \{p, • P,I''1'\p, ^  (*/\ir \k,) (7) 
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This cross section depends on the earlier described kinematic factors along with the 
energy and momentum conserving delta function, the electromagnetic current jM and the 
hadronic current The matrix elements in Equation 7 can be re-written in the OPE 
approximation as a product of two second-rank tensors, the leptonic tensor T]^v and the 
hadronic tensor W^[17]. Using the notation of Drechsel and Tiator [18], the lepton 
tensor can be written 
where u and u are the Dirac spinors for the incoming and outgoing electron with four-
momentum kt and kf and spins si and sf, respectively. The sum is over all spin 
observables in the final state and is written 
where me is the electron mass and h is the electron longitudinal polarization helicity, with 
h = d ki = +1, (a are the Pauli spin matrices), gMV is the symmetrical metric tensor and 
£fivap is the anti-symmetrical tensor with £0123 = 1, and with gauge invariance 
QmVv = = 0 • The hadronic tensor is written as 
WfiV depends on the structure of the particles involved in the process as well as the 
excitation mechanism and can only be parameterized. A typical choice is given by the 
helicity basis in which the transition amplitudes between states have well defined 
helicity. 
(8) 
((kfM +kiM\kfv +kiv)+42ih£M«*0<ia{kf +kf% (9) 
(10) 
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Starting out with the upolarized case in which the electron and nucleon in the 
initial state are unpolarized and the recoil polarization of the final state nucleon is 
undetected the cross section for single pion production using the one photon exchange 
approximation can be expressed by 
d a  = r j t o _  ( U )  
d£ fdQ. td£l l[  dQ.n 
The expression T describes the flux of virtual photons produced from the electron beam 
[19, 20], and can be written as 
r = _a_W^LfL _J__ (12) 
lit 2mNQ £( l-£ 
W 2  - m 2  
where the term — is the equivalent photon energy or the energy the photon needs 
2 mN 
to excite the hadronic system with center of mass energy W .  The e  term is the degree of 
transverse polarization of the photon and is written using quantities in the lab frame 
£ = 
2 1 t 2<f 2 0 l + -2r-tan — Q 2 (13) 
P i )  1 S  
2.3 HELICITY AMPLITUDES 
The hadronic matrix element of the electromagnetic current, ( p f , p „  
expressed in the form of helicity amplitudes in the center of mass frame for the virtual 
process yv + N —• 7t + N where the photon, a spin 1 object, is absorbed by the spin V2 
nucleon to produce a spin V2 and a spin 0 object in the final state [21]. This is expressed 
by 
H = £„ (X^p, ,  p.\J' Ip,)  =  {X, ,X,  \T\X„ x r ) , (14) 
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Where £^(X) is the polarization vector of the virtual photon, Aj, AfZ^and Ar are the 
helicities of the initial state nucleon, final state nucleon, final state pion and the virtual 
photon respectively. This process gives rise to twelve complex helicity amplitudes, but 
only six of these amplitudes are independent due to parity symmetry. There are four 
transverse helicity amplitudes, //,(i = 1 to 4) which correspond to Ay = 1 and 
/4) ^  There ^  ^s° tw° 
longitudinal amplitudes that can only be accessed from the absorption of a longitudinal 
photon via electron scattering. This gives a total of six independent helicity amplitudes; 




It is also useful to construct linear combinations of the first four complex helicity 
amplitudes; 
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' («4±«,) (16) 
(17) 
where h+'F refers to the case in which the incident photon is polarized perpendicular to 
the scattering plane and h_ ' represents photons that are polarized parallel to the 
scattering plane. The subscripts N and F refer to the baryon non-flip and baryon spin flip. 





















FIG. 5 Helicity amplitude representation. On the left is shown the interaction of 
the photon with the nucleon in the center of mass frame where they are traveling towards 
each other. The spin direction is shown by the arrows underneath each particle. The pion 
and nucleon may also have non-zero relative angular momentum in the final state. 
Using this basis, it is possible to express the hadronic current J in terms of its spherical 
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components, J ± Q  with J  ±  =  ± ( j x  ±  J  y  )/V2 where J 0 = J Z .  Since the components of the 
current operator are defined in two dimensional Pauli spin space, they can be expressed 
in two by two matrices in terms of helicity amplitudes, 
J+ = ( H  i f ^4 ( H 5 #6 1 i L , /_ = 4 5 , and J0 = J 0 l»3 "4 J 1-^2 H I  J [ H 6 - H 5)  (18) 
Based on this parameterization, the transition matrix elements of the currents in Equation 
7 can be expressed in terms of the helicity amplitudes in Equation 15 [17]. 
2.4 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS 
The cross section in Equation 16 can be written in terms of response functions 
/?; = R^Q2 ,W,<p*). These response functions are bilinear combinations of the helicity 
amplitudes. In general, for unpolarized beam and target, the virtual photon cross section 
can be written as a function of the response functions; RT, RL, RLT and RJT, as shown in 
the following expression [22]: 
1FT"= ~^T\^t + £LRL + -J1£l(1 + £)rlt cos f + gRjt cos20*] (19) 
The L term corresponds to the longitudinal component of the virtual photon polarization, 
whereas the T term corresponds to the transverse component. The TT and LT terms refer 
to the interference terms. The term q™ is the energy that would be required for a real 
photon to excite a mass state W. The term £ is the degree of transverse polarization of 




For this analysis the projections of the response functions onto the polarization of the 
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target, as well as the helicity of the electron, are considered. If the polarization of the 
target is 
P = Pxx + Pyy + Pzz, (21) 
as described by the reference frame in Fig. 4, the virtual photon cross section 
can now be expressed as 
= -^-[R t+ PR* + £, (R, + P,R[) dQ, q™ T y T L 1 y L 
+ 2,bl  (l + £)((/?£j- + PyRjj-)cos<p + {PxRlt PzRlt )®in $ ) 
+ £((*„• + PyR^) cos 2(j> + (PXRIt +PzRjr) sin 2 <f)) (22) 
+ hj2£L{\-£)((RLr + Py R[r) sin <p* + (PxRxLr + Pz  RzLr) cos f) 
+ hj\~£2(PxRlr + PzRXTr' )]• 
The interference terms are from the symmetric combinations of the longitudinal and 
transverse terms and the primed terms come from the anti-symmetric combinations. In 
the case of EGlb, the target was polarized parallel or anti-parallel to the beam direction, 
with h being the beam helicity. The x, y and z components of the target polarization can 
be written in terms of the target polarization in the laboratory frame as a function of <p* 
(see Fig. 3) and dp which is the angle between the beam line and the virtual photon. 
Px = PT sin 6y cos </>* 
Py = -PT sin 6r sin <p* (23) 
Pz  = PT COS0Y. 
The cross section can now be written 
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-4<L = M-[R t- P t sin Q sin 0'R> + £l_ PR sjn 0 sin FR[) 
dQx qym 
+ peL(l + e)((RLT-PT sin 0y sin <f>*Ryu) cos <j>* 
+ (PT sin 0y cos0*Rxl t  + PT cos0yR[T)sin 0*) 
+ £((/?„• -PT sin0y sin0*/?^-)cos20* (24) 
+ (PT sin 0y cos 0* R^ + PT cos 0yR^r) sin 20*) 
+ hyj2£L(l - £)((R l t. - PT sin 6y sin <f>*RyLT )sin 0* 
+ (PT sin6y cos<f>*RxLT + PT cos0yRzLr)cos0*) 
+ W\-£2 (PT sin6y cos<p'R^. + PT cos0yR^..)]. 
This cross section has four terms, an unpolarized term that is not dependent on beam or 
target polarization (Oo), a target polarization dependent term (<Jt), a beam helicity 
dependent term (ae), and a term that is dependent on both the beam helicity and target 
polarization (aet). The cross section can be re-written in these terms, with Pb 
corresponding to the beam helicity and Pt the target polarization. 
<7 = <x0 + PBae + PT<7, - PBPTaet (25) 
<70 = ~  [^r 0 £ ) RLT ^0$ 0 ^TT ^OS 20 ] qr 
<7e = 41 yl2£L{l-e)RLr sin0* qY 
CT, =^[£(RxTr sin 0y cos 0* + R^j cos 0y )sin 20* qY 
- eRj^ sin 0y  sin 0* cos 20* 
+ J2£L{1 + £)(RXLT sin cos 0* + RI t cos#r)sin0* (28) 
-pe t(l + e)R<T sin#r sin 0* cos0* 





oet  = -IfL[yj2eL{\-e){RxLr sin 6y cos<p* + R[r cos0r)cos f 
Qy 
-  ^2eL (l - £)(R[r  sin 6y sin 0* sin <p*) (29) 
+ Vl-£2 [rx1t sin 0Y cos<f>* + Rjj. cos 6y)]. 
These four cross section terms have a different angular dependence. For example, the (je 
term clearly has a sin 0* dependence. The cross section must be measured for different 
combinations of beam and target polarizations, in order to extract the largest number of 
observables. During the EG lb experiment we had both beam and target polarization for 
that reason. 
The unpolarized, polarized beam, polarized target and polarized beam and target 
cross sections in Equation 24 can be expressed in terms of the helicity amplitudes 
discussed in section 2.3. The six helicity amplitudes involve at most eleven independent 
quantities that are measured for a complete description of the process [21]. The 
relationships between the cross sections and helicity amplitudes are expressed in 
Appendix A. 
2.5 CGLN AMPLITUDES 
The response functions described in section 2.4 can also be expressed in terms of 
the Chew, Goldberger, Low, Nambu (CGLN) [23] amplitudes F\ - Fe- These amplitudes 
are expressed in terms of electric and magnetic multipoles, which arise from expanding 
the photon wave function into vector spherical harmonics Yjl. For each eigenvalue J of 
the photon total angular momentum there are the electric (L = J ± 1) and magnetic (L = J) 
multipoles, where L is the orbital angular momentum. An electric 2y-pole has parity (-1)7, 
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and a magnetic 2y-pole has parity If the photon multipoles are combined with the 
spin of the nucleon, one has totala angular momentum j = J± 1/2 and parity P for the yN 
state. The possible configurations are listed in Table 3. 
Table 3 Decomposition of pion photoproduction amplitudes into multipole 
components [9]. 
Photon Photon Total Total Pion Multipole 
J Multipole j P I Amplitude 
1 El 1/2 - 0 Eq+ 
1 El 3/2 - 2 E2-
1 Ml 1/2 + 1 Mi. 
1 Ml 3/2 + 1 Mu 
2 El 3/2 + 1 En 
2 E2 5/2 + 3 EI+ 
2 Ml 3/2 - 2 M2. 
2 Ml 5/2 - 2 M2+ 
3 £3 5/2 - 2 E2+ 
3 E3 7/2 - 4 Ea-
3 M3 5/2 + 3 M3. 
3 M3 7/2 + 3 M3+ 
4 £4 7/2 + 3 £3+ 
4 EA 9/2 + 5 ES-
4 MA 7/2 - 4 M4. 
4 MA 9/2 - 4 M4+ 
Assuming the yN state decays to N, the resulting multipole amplitudes are 
listed in the last column of Table 3. The value I indicates the angular momentum values 
allowed for the pion. Because of the pion negative intrinsic parity, only the values of / 
such that -(-1)' = Pare allowed. For each pair of values of j and P there are two possible 
channels through which the reaction can proceed: an electric and a magnetic multipole 
transition. The amplitudes for these channels are assigned the symbols given in the last 
column. The E or M comes from the photon multipole character. The first subscript 
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indicates the angular momentum / of the pion and the second one is the total angular 
momentum of the intermediate state. The ± stands for j =1= ±1/2. For most angular 
momentum values of the pion, there are four different amplitudes: Ei± and M/± [9]. 
Similarily, there are 5/± multipoles for longitudinal photon excitations. 
Like the helicity amplitudes, the first four CGLN amplitudes represent the 
transverse current with the last two representing the longitudinal current. These 
amplitudes are expressed as the multi-pole de-composition of the derivative of Legendre 
Polynomials 








where El± are the electric terms, M!± are the magnetic terms and S l± are the 
longitudinal terms [24]. The advantage of the CGLN amplitude is that it allows for 
comparisons to be made between the results of different experiments and 
phenomenological models. As long as data on the same multi-pole terms exist, the 
comparison can be made. Apendix B through D show the relationship between helicity 
amplitudes, response functions and CGLN amplitudes. 
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2.6 ASYMMETRIES 
Asymmetries are a method of comparing the total count rates in different helicity 
configurations, thus enabling us to isolate polarization dependent terms in the cross 
section. There are two main reasons for measuring asymmetries in addition to 
unpolarized cross sections. The first reason is that asymmetries depend on different 
combinations of helicity amplitudes. The advantage of spin observables is that many of 
the component terms result from interference between different amplitudes. Therefore 
measuring asymmetries can be a good technique for extracting small helicity amplitudes. 
The second reason is experimental. Variations in detector efficiency or acceptance must 
be taken into account when calculating cross sections. Since asymmetries are ratios of 
cross sections, the acceptance and efficiency cancel (to first order) in that ratio. This 
means that asymmetry measurements are generally independent of acceptance, detector 
efficiency or luminosity as long as these factors do not change rapidly over the 
measurement bin in a way that results in different values for different spin configurations. 
Since these factors can all have large systematic uncertainties associated with their 
determination, the ability to make a measurement independent of these factors can greatly 
lower the total systematic uncertainty. 
The simplest asymmetry measurement would involve an unpolarized target with a 
100% polarized electron beam with identical luminosities for each beam polarization, 
1 N+ + N_ 
where N+ is the count rate for positive beam helicity and N. is the count rate for negative 
beam helicity. 
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For EG lb, both beam and target were polarized. This allows both the beam and 
target polarizations to be reversed, allowing for the construction of three independent 
asymmetries. These asymmetries can be related to the ratio of different spin dependent 
parts of the cross section. 
where the + and - subscripts refer to the polarization of beam and target. The first term 
refers to the beam helicity with + indicating helicity in the direction of the beam, and the 
second term refers to the target polairzation. Equations 28-30 show the asymmetries with 
an assumption of 100% polarization. Previous asymmetries are shown in Fig. 6. In 
reality corrections due to beam and target polarizations must be applied, as discussed in 
chapter 4. 
2.6.1 Inclusive Asymmetries 
We can also define an "inclusive" asymmetry A// which does not require both 
target polarization orientations to be measured. Spin structure functions can be measured 
in inclusive electron scattering (see Fig. 2). It is the virtual photon that probes the nucleon 
but it is the electron that is detected. The virtual photon cross sections are given in terms 
of helicity amplitudes Al/2, A3/2 and Sl/2, where the subscripts 1/2 or 3/2 refer to the 
final spin states. Since the target spin is not aligned with the virtual photon direction, 
there are longitudinal and transverse cross section terms. In addition, the transverse and 
A _°e _(cr++-cr_+)+(cr+_-a__) 
e (T0 {cr+++<T_+)+{a+_+cr__) (32) 
A _ v, _ (<t ++ +cr_+)-(cr+_ + Q 
' <r0 {cr++ +<7_+)+(<7+_ +cr__) (33) 
A - °e< _ (<?•-+ -Q+(<?+- ~ Q"-) 
"  0O {cr+++cr-+)+{(7+-+<?-)' (34) 
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the longutidunal part of the cross section can interfere which introduces an interference 
cross section term Olt{25\. 
T  _ An1 a|  | 2  -<JL/ 2  — A/2 (35) 
r _ 4^" flr I ,2 
"ill ~ J I 3/21 (36) 
, _4;r2a, ,2 
^1/2 — , 1/2 (37) 
<=^1a,1i2+M2J' 2 ^ ( « i + * * ) -  < 3 8 >  
where k = v- Q2 jlM is the equivalent photon energy, and gi and g2 are polarized 
structure functions, giving rise to scattering asymmetries. We define the virtual photon 
asymmetries: 
A, = (39) 
<Txn +<T3/2 
and 
A2= T2<T"2T . (40) 
<71/2 + 0"3/2 
The measured electron asymmetries are defined as 
AL = a+T ~°-T (41) 
o+T + (J_T 
and 
A,=-^Z^ (42) 
11 <7+ + <J_ 
where the spin configurations + and - refer to nucleon and electron spins aligned (anti-
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aligned). The measured electron asymmetries can be related to the desired virtual photon 
asymmetries by; 
Aj = D{AX + r]A2) (43) 
A± = d(A2 - gi,) (44^ 
where 
1 -eE'lE 
1 + fiR (45> 
D = 
r = ct± 
°
T (46) 
d = D J l£  
71 = 
v l + e (47) 
1-eE'l E <48) 
and 
$ = (49) 
2e 
If integration occurs over the pion azimuthal center of mass angle <f, oe and <j, integrate 
to zero. In this case, A\\ reduces to Aet which can be expressed as 
K, =  V l - £ 2  cos6 Al + ^ 2 , (50) 
r  1 + eR 
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FIG. 6 Previous double spin asymmetries for the n(e,e'7i~) electro-production 
reaction using 2.565 and 2.494 GeV beam energies. The Q2 distributions are given on the 
top: the bottom plots show the double spin asymmetries. The left and right plots are from 
data sets with different kinematic acceptance (electron bent away from and toward the 
bedamline respectively). The shaded regions indicate the range of Q2 that was accepted to 
extract the double spin asymmetries in the bottom plot. The curves on the bottom plots 
are the MAID predictions. Plot courtesy of Mehmet Bektasoglu [27]. 
2.7 BARYON RESONANCES 
One goal of this analysis is to study regions of low to moderate Q2, (Q2 < 1 GeV2), 
where scattering experiments probe the transition from hadronic to partonic degrees of 
freedom. Nucleon resonance and multi-pion states are important in this region, which is 
known as the resonance region. Experiments in photo and electroproduction along with 
7rN scattering experiments are the main source of data on baryonic resonances currently 
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available. However, there are still questions to be answered, including; 
• What is the Q2 dependence of the E l+/M l+ and the S1+/M1+ ratio of the P33 (1232) 
or A resonance? 
• What is the structure of the Roper resonance? 
• Can we find the missing resonances predicted by the constituent quark model? 
With current experimental programs using high duty cycle accelerators and large 
acceptance detectors that improve the quality of the information as well as increased 
kinematic coverage of these measurements new experiments to probe the resonance 
region are underway or have been completed. Study of these nucleon resonance 
excitation will yield information on the photo coupling amplitudes at the )NN* vertex as a 
function of four momentum transfer Q2. A recent review of the electron excitation of 
nucleon resonances is given in Reference 30. 
2.7.1 The Delta Region 
The P33( 1232) known as the delta resonance is the most dominant of all the 
resonance states at low momentum transfer. It is also the lowest mass state. The A has 
been studied extensively in early experiments at DES Y [29] and NINA [30] as well as 
current experiments at Jefferson Lab. The reason it is well known is that it is the only 
resonance that does not strongly overlap with other resonances and it decays primarily by 
single pion production. 
As mentioned in section 2.5, the transition amplitudes can be written as a function 
of electromagnetic multipoles, in this case an electric quadrupole El+, a magnetic dipole 
M/+ and a scalar quadrupole Si+. These multipoles may contribute to the N—>A transition. 
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In this notation the subscript /± denotes the orbital angular momentum I of the final state 
and the total spin j = I ±¥2. In the quark model based on SU(6) symmetry, the A has all 
three quarks in an s-state and the N—>A transition is induced by a single quark spin-flip 
[31]. In this model, only the Mi is non zero which corresponds to a pure magnetic dipole 
transition [32]. Therefore the ratio Ei+/Mi+ = 0. Non zero £/+ and Sj+ multipoles are 
possible if there is a d-state (/ = 2) component in the ground state and/or excited states. 
Recent results by [28] show that E1+/Mu remains small and negative up to Q2 = 6 or 7 
GeV2 and Sl+/Ml+ is negative with increasing magnitude. The size of the Ej+/Mi+ ratio 
is predicted to be small from low to intermediately high Q2 by current quark models that 
include one gluon exchange. However at high Q2, helicity conservation predicts that this 
ratio approaches unity while the ratio Si+/Mj+ should be constant [28]. The assumption 
made in order to extract quadrupole amplitudes from measured angular distributions is 
that only the s-state and p-state wave functions are important in the 7jN system, and only 
the dominant M/+ multipole along with its interferences are included in the response 
functions. 
2.7.2 The Second Resonance Region 
For inclusive cross sections, there is an enhancement at W ~ 1.5 GeV see Fig. 1. 
Three resonance states, the P//(1440), the £)/.?( 1520), and the S//(1535) contribute to that 
observed enhancement, but strongly overlap in that region. For this reason inclusive cross 
sections do not draw the whole picture, and experiments in which specific decay channels 
are detected (exclusive processes) can help in studying these overlapping resonances. 
2.7.2.1 The Roper Resonance 
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The P]j (1440) or Roper resonance is a well established 4-star nucleon resonance 
found in 7iN scattering. In pion photoproduction, the Pu (1440) contribution appears as a 
shoulder on the Du (1520) and Su (1535) resonances. In the non relativistic constituent 
quark model (NRCQM) the Pn (1440) is interpreted as a radial excitation of the nucleon 
with SU(6) x 0(3) multipole [56,0+] {l = 2,N = 2), where 56 is the dimensionality of the 
SU(6) representation, 0 is the total quark angular momentum, and + is the total parity. 
However the structure of the Roper resonance was a puzzle for many years. Recent 
CLAS measurements [33] of the Am and Sm amplitudes for the Roper resonance have 
enabled comparison with increasingly precise theoretical prediction. Light front 
relativistic quark models that combine a 3q radial excitation with a meson cloud are able 
to describe the data well over the entire Q* range [28]. 
2.7.2.2 The D l}  (1520) and Su (1535) Resonances 
Unlike the Roper resonance, the Du{ 1520) and 5/;(1535) are in a [70,0 ] 
supermultiplet [34]. The S//(1535) state has a large decay branch to rjN and has been 
studied at Jefferson Lab [35]. The behavior of the virtual photon asymmetry A; as a 
function of Q2 is predicted by the CQM to change from -1 at Q2 = 0 to +1 at large (f 
[36]. Recent CLAS data follow that prediction [28]. Neutrons and protons have different 
sensitivity to different model assumptions [37], and unlike protons, the zero point 
crossing is at a higher Q? for the neutron [34]. This is one reason why it is important to 
information on both proton and neutron resonances. 
2.7.3 Higher Resonances 
The F;5(1680), S//(1650), DI5(\615), and the 5^/(1620) are among the resonance 
states which appear in the third enhancement of the inclusive cross section. In SU(6) 
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symmetry, the Fjs( 1680) is a member of the [56,2 £ ] supermultiplet, whereas the other 
resonances are in the [70,1|"] siipermiiltiplet. For the F/j(1680) resonance, at Q2 = 0, the 
transition is dominated by helicity 3/2 and Am ~ 0, with a helicity asymmetry Ax~ -1 
[38], while for Q2 > 0, theory predicts a rapid switching form helicity 3/2 to helicity 1/2 
dominance. Current data support this predicition [39]. Appendix C shows the properties 
of the various resonances. 
2.8 THEORETICAL MODELS 
Obtaining a basic understanding of the structure and interaction of hadrons has 
been the motivation for model descriptions of strong interaction physics for decades. The 
constituent quark model (CQM) is the first successful model [40,41]. 
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the fundamental theory of the strong 
interaction in terms of the nucleon constituents called quarks. The interaction between 
quarks or between quark-antiquark pairs is mediated by gluons. This is analogous to the 
photon in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). One major difference is that quarks, anti-
quarks and gluons carry a strong charge called color, whereas the photon carries no 
charge. This makes QCD a non-Abelion field theory which is a theory in which the field 
quanta, the gluos, are also a field source. Gluons self interaction gives rise to additional 
vertex couplings. However, the theory is difficult to solve, because QCD is non-
pertubative at low energies [26]. 
Pertubative QCD (pQCD) applies corrections to the cross section for point like 
quarks. These corrections are needed due to the fact that quarks can radiate extra gluons 
in the reaction process. This is analogous to the radiative corrections in QED. Pertubative 
QCD gives an effective explanation of these interactions at very high energies and short 
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distances where the strong coupling constant is small [42]. However, the coupling 
constant is also Q1 dependent and becomes too large at low Q? and pertubative QCD can 
no longer be applied. An alternative approach for low energy approximations to QCD, is 
Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) [43,44, 45]. This is an effective field theory of QCD 
including all interactions among pions, nucleons and delta isobars that are permitted by 
QCD symmetries, and in particular, broken chiral symmetry. 
Chiral symmetry states that the number of left-handed quarks is not related to the 
number of right-handed quarks. In perfect chiral symmetry, the light u and d flavor 
quarks are massless which would imply that pions are massless. Chiral symmetry is 
explicitly broken due to the fact that u and d quarks have finite mass, therefore it is 
spontaneously broken in nature leading to Goldstone bosons which have zero mass and 
spin. The pion in this case appears as a Goldstone particle in the models with vanishing 
current quark masses. 
ChPT gives a successful description for near threshold pion-pion scattering, pion-
nucleon scattering and pion photoproduction cross sections, where the non-resonant part 
of the cross section is dominant. This non-resonant or background term is due to the Born 
part of the pion production amplitude. In the case of pseudoscalar coupling between 
pions and nucleons, the Born terms consist of s- and u- channel nucleon pole diagrams 
and t- channel meson exchange processes, and the amplitude is gauge invariant, (Fig. 7 
top). However, an additional diagram, the seagull or contact term is needed, in order to 
maintain gauge invariance for pseudovector coupling (Fig. 7 bottom right). ChPT is 
formulated in terms of hadron degrees of freedom and constrained by the symmetry 
properties of QCD. ChPT is not always successful at low Q* near the photon point, nor is 
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it successful in the resonance region (Fig. 7 bottom). The resonance region is due to 
internal excitations of the nucleon and can best be described with phenomenological 
models. These models of hadron structure use parameterizations of existing experimental 
data in their calculations. Lattice QCD or LQCD may one day be able to describe these 
resonances well. Due to the complexity of the theory, we are a long way from a complete 
description of hadronic structure in the resonance region. 
One approach to resolve this difficulty is the use of lattice QCD simulations [46]. 
Lattice QCD is an accurate numerical simulation of QCD on the lattice. 
A. Born Terms 
B. Resonance Production 
FIG. 7 Feynmann Diagrams for pion photo-production. A) Born terms. B) 
Resonance contributions. 
This works well for heavy quark systems in predicting accurate quantities for interpreting 
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the data. For light quark systems, the small quark masses are difficult to implement and 
approximations have been necessary in LQCD calculations. 
The dispersion relation approach became the basis of intrepratation of pion-
production data especially in the A resonance region [47]. For investigation of higher 
energy data with two pion production or other meson-production such as tj, k, ft; and <p, 
the isobar models [48] were developed. These models could be used to extract higher 
mass nucleon resonances. In the 1980s the k-matrix method and isobar parameterization 
were used to develop models to perform amplitude analysis of the data to determine the 
resonance parameters. Two useful examples of these models are SAID [49] and MAID 
[50]. These codes allow the user to specify kinematic region of interest and to select 
specific resonant terms to calculate response fuctions, multipoles or cross sections. 
2.8.1 Hamiltonian Formulation 
Most of the existing models that use t- and k-matrices to analyze electromagnetic 
meson production can be schematically derived from a Hamiltonian formulation [51]. 
The assumption is that the meson-baryon reaction can be described by a Hamiltonian of 
the form 
The term vhs is the background or non-resonant term and vR describes nucleon or N* 
excitation which can be written 
H = H 0 + V ,  (51) 
with Ho being the free Hamiltonian, and 
V  =  v b s  + v R .  (52) 
'w-SiSr (53) 
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where /] defines the decay of the i111 N* state into its meson and baryon final states, and 
M,° is the mass parameter of the resonance position. The background terms arise from 
the tree diagram mechanisms illustrated in Fig. 8. 
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FIG. 8 Tree diagrams for meson-baryon interactions. N* is a nucleon resonance. 
Next, the channel space defined by the meson-baryon channel of interest is defined. Such 
channels include }N, xN, rjN, jtA, and pN. The S-matrix for this reaction is expressed 
S(E)ab = Sa,b - 2mS{E - H0 Ya,h {E), (54) 
where a  and b  are the meson and baryon decay products. The scattering T-matrix T ab( E )  
can be defined by the coupled-channel equation 
T.M=V„t +2Xsc(£)7;.t(E). (55) 
c 





E - H 0 + i e  (57) 
= gr{E)-i*5{E-H0\ 
and the term gP(E) is expressed 
gP(E) = —^r, (58) 
E - H  o 
where P is the principle value part of any integration over the propagator. Likewise, the 
K-matrix can be expressed 
K.AE) = V,> + T.V.,g'(EKAE)- (59) 
C 
The following relation between K-matrix and T-matrix can be defined 
T.JE)= K, i(E)-'L7'jElwS(E-H„)lKjE). (60) 
c 
From the two potential formalis [51], the T-matrix Equation (55) can be expressed in the 
following form 
LAE)=>%{E)+C(E\ (61) 
with the first term determined only by the non-resonance interaction 
&(£)= <&+£•&*.(£)&(£)• (62) 
C 
The second term is the resonance term and can be expressed as 
'i (E)= £ r;.,(£)(G(£)],,;?„.„(£). (63) 
The resonant amplitude in Equation (63) is determined by the dressed vertex 
! ; • , ( £ ) = r „ - , « * >  
b 
with the dressed propagator 
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[C(£)-' 1, (£) = (e - MKy " L., («). (65) 
where M°. is the N* resonance state bare mass and the self-energy is 
EJE)=Zr::MEK;.M <66> 
a 
It must be noted that for channels including an unstable particle, such as 7tA, pN, or ON, 
the meson-baryon propagator ga(E) should be modified to include a width due to their 
decay into n7iN channels. This will modify the Hamiltonian 
8 a ( E ) ~ > \ a  





a ) ,  ( 6 7 )  
£r(£)=£rv('')FJf' . r,(f), (68) i tL ii q  I £ 
where rv describes the decay of p, a, or A in the quasi-particle channels. 
It should be noted that these models will consider the formulation in the partial-
wave representation [52]. The channel labels (a,b,c) will also include the usual angular 
momentum and isospin quantum numbers. 
2.8.2 MAID 
MAID is a unitary isobar model (UIM) developed by the Mainz group [50] and is 
based on the on-shell relation (Equation 57). By including only one hadron channel, 7iN 
for example, Equation 58 leads to 
TnN,-)N ~ , , is ^xN.yN 
1 + ^.*n (69) 
=e'"cos (S>N)KM„. 
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With the relationship K^.hn = -tan( SnN) with SnN being the pion-nucleon phase shift. By 
making another assumption K=V=vbg + vR, the above equation can be cast into the 
following form 
V* (UIM )=eM cosffiUvfc]+ (E). (70) 
N' 
As can be seen, the non-resonant multi-channel effects such as jN—*(pN,7tA)—>nN, which 
are important in the second and third resonance region, are neglected in MAID. In 
addition, MAID calculates the non-resonant amplitude v^iJjV using an energy-dependent 
mixture of pseudo-vector and pseudo-scalar tzNN coupling 
J = TPV J jPS 
nNN .2 ,  2  xNN T  . 2  2  *NN '  V ' V  A m + ^ 0  A m + ^ r 0  
where qo is the on-shell photon momentum. 
With a cutoff at 450 MeV for Am, one gets pseudo-vector coupling at low energies 
and pseudo-scalar coupling at high energies. For the resonance term, MAID uses the 
Walker's parameterization [48] 
T&,M= ft,(E)M 2  r „  ft,(E)A<• (72) 
where (E )  and (E )  are the form factors which describe the decays of the N*, rto, 
is the total decay width, A' is the )N—*N* excitation strength and 0is the phase shift 
determined by the unitary condition and an assumption that the phase yrof the total 
amplitude is related to nN phase shift and the inelasticity is given by 
1— *7jzjv ( e ) c os (^) 




The MAID model uses a phenomenological fit to previous photo and electroporduction 
data covering mass energy W up to 2 GeV and Q2 up to 4 GeV. There is also a 
Jlab/Yereran UIM [53] which is similar to MAID, but implements the Regge 
parameterization in calculating the amplitudes at high energies. MAID2000 incorporates 
the improved Unitary Isobar Model developed in Mainz on pion photo and 
electroproduction. MAID2000 covers a range in W from the pion threshold up to 
approximately 2 GeV and includes all the main resonances: P33 (1232), Pu (1440), D/3 
(1520), Su (1535), F/5 (1680) and D33 (1700) [26], The non resonance terms are 
described using the standard Born terms with a mixed pseudovector - pseudoscalar xNN 
coupling and vector meson (p and CO) exchange. The mixed xNN coupling is chosen since 
it guarantees a good reproduction of the data both at the low and consistent with low 
energy theorems and chiral perturbation theory, and at high energies where the 
renormalizing pseudoscalar coupling leads to better description of existing data. The Q2 
dependence for the Born terms is introduced explicitly with nucleon and pion form 
factors and expressed in standard dipole form. Both Born and vector meson exchange 
terms are fitted to existing data [50, 54, 55]. 
2.8.3 SAID 
SAID is a multi-channel K-matrix model [56] which is based on the on-shell 
relation in (Equation 58) with three channels: yN, /iN and nA, which represent all other 
open channels. This solution results in a 3 x 3 matrix equation which can be expressed 
Txn.jn {SAID) = A, (l + iTffl M ) + ART^, (74) 




For simplicity, the parameterizations of AJ and A r become 
r i ^ 
Al = J+ Z Pn zQla + »(z) > (77) 
(78) 
where ko and qo are the on-shell momentum for the pion and photon respectively, 
Ex = E - mK (l + mK 12mM), and pn and pn are free parameters. SAID calculates v^>JoV 
of Equation 75 from the standard pseudo-scalar Born terms in p and a exchanges. The 
empirical nN amplitude needed to evaluate Equation 72 is also available in SAID. 
by fitting the resulting amplitude at energies near the resonance position to a Breit-
Wigner parameterization similar to Equation 69. 
2.9 NEUTRON RESONANCES 
The goal of this analysis is to provide new information on neutron resonances. 
Because of the fact that there are no free neutron targets, a deuteron target is used. The 
deuteron contains both a proton and a neutron, so the exclusive channel, in which the 
scattered electron, it and one proton are detected in the final state, was chosen for 
, QL(Z) is the Legendre polynomial of second kind, 
Once the free parameters pn and pn are determined, the N* parameters are then extracted 
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analysis. With polarized deuterons and a polarized electron beam, we can determine 
double polarization and target single spin asymmetries for the D(e,e'7i~p)p reaction. These 
data will be used as part of the fits to world data, with the goal of extracting the helicity 





The EG lb experiment used the longitudinally polarized electron beam and the 
CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) housed in Hall B at the Thomas 
Jefferson National Accelerator Facility in Newport News, Virginia. The experimental 
apparatus will be described in this chapter, including the electron beam delivered to the 
experimental set-up, the polarized target and the CLAS detector package. 
3.2 THE POLARIZED ELECTRON BEAM 
The longitudinally polarized electron beam is produced by the Continous Electron 
Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF). Fig. 9 shows the accelerator which is 7/8 of a mile 
total circumference in an oval race track configuration with linear accelerators on the 
north and south straight-a-ways, connected by two recirculating arcs at the east and west 
ends [57]. The electron can make as many as five passes around the track resulting in 
electron beam energies as high as 6 GeV, with an energy spread of AE/E < 2.5x10"5 at 
currents up to 300 }xA delivered in 1497 MHz RF modulated pulses split between the 
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FIG. 9 Schematic of the Jefferson Lab accelerator components. 
The electrons are accelerated to 45 MeV from the beam injector and then are 
accelerated up to 600 MeV in each linac. This is a continous wave accelerator, which 
means that it operates at a much higher duty cycle than traditional accelerators. This is 
achieved by employing specially designed five-celled super-conducting RF cryomodules 
that are cooled by a central LHe refrigeration system. 
3.2.1 Polarization Mechanism 
Polarized electrons are produced by hitting a GaAs cathode with a circularly 
polarized laser, which results in an electron with linear polarization. With pure GaAs, the 
heavy hole (HH) valence band electrons are excited from the m = 3/2 to the m = 1/2 
state by the m = -1 circularly polarized photon. The heavy hole valence band is the band 
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with higher effective mass. However, the light hole (LH) valence band electrons are 
excited from the m = 1/2 to the m = -1/2 state by the m = -1 photon. Likewise, the light 
hole valence band is a band with lower effective mass. The LH band has the same small 
energy gap as the HH band in the region from the valence band up to the conduction 
band, which produces an energy degeneracy in the electron excited states resulting in 
50% polarization because the HH band is three times more likely than the LH band. 
To avoid this degeneracy, the pure GaAs cathode was replaced with a strained 
GaAs cathode. The GaAs is strained by growing the GaAs lattice on a substrate of 
GaAso.72po.28 [59]. At the interface between the two lattices, a strain, which eliminates the 
degeneracy, is created on the GaAs due to the slightly smaller lattice spacing of the 
substrate. With the created degeneracy gap (see Fig. 10), the laser wavelength can now be 
selected to provide enough energy to excite the transition from the valence m = 3/2 to 
the conduction m = 1/2 state but exclude the valence m = 1/2 to the conduction 
m = -1/2 state. All these transitions are valid for m--\ photons as well as the m = 1 
photons, so that the electron polarization can be flipped from positive helicity to negative 
helicity. With the strained GaAs cathode, we can achieve polarizations 80% or greater. 
This configuration has been available since 1998, and is the configuration for the EG1 
experiment. 
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Pure GaAs Strained GaAs 
FIG. 10 Comparison of the energy gap between pure and strained GaAs. The 
conduction band is shown on top, and the valence band is shown on the bottom. The 
diagram on the left shows the degeneracy from the P3/2 to S1/2 state (blue arrows) for pure 
GaAs. The diagram on the right shows the splitting of this degeneracy (green and blue 
arrows) for strained GaAs. 
3.2.2 Spin Precession 
After the electrons travel through the linacs for energy gain, they are steared 
through the recirculating arcs which are a series of bending magnets. The electron spin 
can be affected by the various components of the beam optics especially the bending 
magnets. Since the electron spin precesses in the presence of magnetic fields, the 
orientation of the electron spin must be adjusted to align with the beam direction before 
entering the hall. This is done with a Wein filter which produces electric and magnetic 
fields that are perpendicular to the beam direction [26]. The magnetic field will cause the 
electron spin to process back to the desired orientation while the electric field will 
preserve the electron momentum by compensating for the deflection caused by the 
magnetic field. 
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3.2.3 Helicity Switching 
As mentioned in section 2.6, asymmetry measurements are dependent on a 
reversal of beam and/or target helicity, which means that the electron helicity has to be 
reversed often. This is done quickly by using a Pockel cell that reverses the helicity of the 
laser light which in turn reverses the electron helicity. The helicity is reversed in a 
pseudo-random order in which the first helicity state is chosen at random and is followed 
by the opposite helicity state. The helicity of the circularly polarized laser beam that is 
incident on the GaAs target can also be reversed by the insertion of a half-wave plate. 
This is done at a much slower rate over the course of many runs. Both methods are used, 
and it is this combination of both fast and slow methods that reduces systematic errors 
that might have been caused by any differences in the beam conditions over time in either 
helicity state. 
3.2.4 Polarization Measurement 
Elastic scattering of incident beam electrons from free target electrons is called 
M0ller scattering, and is used to measure the beam polarization. The M0ller polarimeter 
haa a 20 [i,m iron foil that is placed in a magnetic field and located in the beam upstream 
from the target. Beam electrons scatter off of the free foil electrons, which are polarized 
in the magnetic field. The scattered and recoiled electrons are deflected away from the 
beamline by a quadrupole magnet and detected in coincidence by two down-stream 
scintillation counters. The detection of both electrons in coincidence makes a clear 
distinction between electrons from Rosenbluth scattering and electrons from M0ller 
scattering. By collecting counts for each beam helicity and calculating an asymmetry, a 
comparison to the known M0ller asymmetry A enables us to determine the polarization of 
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the electron beam. The M0ller asymmetry is a function of electron polarization and 
scattering angle [60], and can be expressed 
A = Sm 0 (sin2 0 PyBPj - (8 - sin2 ff)PtB Pj), (79) 
(4-sin20J 
where P8 is the beam polarization, PT is the M0ller target polarization, and 0is the 
scattering angle. The z direction is along the beam and the y direction is chosen so that 
the target polarization lies in the y-z plane. From this comparison, the polarization of 
the electron beam can be extracted. 
3.2.5 Beam Position and Raster 
There are several devices that measure the beam position and beam profile. The 
harp which is upstream from CLAS is used to monitor the beam profile. The harp is made 
up of a system of thin wires that pass through the beam to measure the jc and >' position of 
the beam. The acceptable beam width is less than 200 jim. A harp scan is performed 
frequently during the experiment Fig. 11 shows an example of a typical harp scan. There 
are also three beam position monitors that are used to ensure that the beam passes 
through the target. 
There are beam raster magnets as well. The raster magnets are two pairs of dipole 
magnets that affect the beam position; the beam position can be determined for each 
event because the currents in the magnet are measured for each event. Rastering is 
important when solid polarized target materials are used in the experiment. This reduces 
radiation damage in a concentrated area of the target, which would tend to de-polarize the 
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FIG. 11 Harp scan showing the x and y position of the beam. 
3.2.6 Additional Scalars 
Additional information is required for data analysis. This information includes the 
electron helicity state, RF signal and Faraday cup. The helicity synchronization signal is 
actually two signals, one that measures when the helicity is being changed, and the other 
that measures what the helicity state is. Both pulses determine the state of the beam, since 
the beam helicity is changed in a pseudo-random order on a pair by pair basis. This 
guarantees an equal number of pulses for each state. The RF signal sends a signal to the 
hall when an electron bunch is being sent from the machine. Bunch lengths are usually 
1.7 ps. This information is used to determine event start time. Finally, the Faraday cup is 
used to determine the total number of electrons delivered over a given period of time. 
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3.3 POLARIZED TARGET 
In the EG1 experiment, the polarized target is made up of frozen ammonia (nh3) 
and deuterated ammonia (nd3) beads. 
3.3.1 Polarization Mechanism 
A particles spin can be aligned with an external magnetic field due to the 
interaction of the particles magnetic moment |_i with that external magnetic field B. This 
interaction, which is called the Zeeman effect, produces a set of 27+1 sublevels, where, 7 
is the angular momentum of the particle. 7=1/2 for protons and 7=1 for deuterons. At 
thermal equilibrium (TE) the population of the magnetic sublevels is described by the 
Boltzmann law, 
T is the temperature of the system, kg is the Boltzmann constant, M,2 are the number of 
particles in the magnetic sublevels and m\y2 are the particle's magnetic quantum numbers. 
The polarization is defined according to the distribution of particles in the magnetic 




N u -N 
(82) 
is the polarization for a spin VI particle such as a proton, and 
P(l) = N,-N_, (83) 
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is the polarization of a spin 1 particle such as the deuteron. These polarizations can be 
expressed at thermal equilibrium by 
tanh 





f fiB A 
\ 2k qT j (85) 
3 +tanh' juB 
V2K T j  
A particle with a large magnetic moment can reach a high degree of polarization in a high 
magnetic field at low temperatures. For example, electrons (ji. = 660}xp) can reach a 
polarization of 92% in a 2.5 Tesla magnetic field at a temperature of IK [61]. However 
the target materials of interest are protons and deuterons, which unfortunately have low 
polarizations (0.25% for protons and 0.05% for deuterons) due to their small magnetic 
moments. One way of overcoming this is to increase the magnetic field and lower the 
temperature such that the ratio of B/T is at a maximum [62]. Such high magnetic fields 
are unrealistic and cannot be produced. 
3.3.2 Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) 
It is possible to transfer high electron polarizations to nuclei using a microwave 
field. This process is called dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP), and for target 
polarization, high electron polarization at magnetic fields as high as 5 Tesla at 
temperatures as low as 1 K can be transferred to target nuclei using the microwave field. 
In theory, we are not limited to 5 T or 1 K - these values are due to experimental 
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limitations. Using DNP requires a high concentration of polarizable nucleons lightly 
doped with paramagnetic centers like free electrons for the purpose of transferring the 
high electron polarization to the proton. These centers are introduced by either chemical 
means or radiation to provide a large number of unpaired electron spins. The Hamiltonian 
that describes this system has a perturbation term coming from the spin-spin interaction 
between the unpaired electron spin and the nucleon spin. This allows for new eigenstates 
of this system which are given by a linear combination of the free Hamiltonian 
eigenstates. Fig. 12 shows the Larmor frequencies 0Je and C0p of the electron-proton pair. 
By applying an RF field with a frequency equal to the sum (&&. + &},) or difference (cq-
(Op) of the Larmor frequencies of the two interacting systems, transitions can occur where 
both proton and electron spins are flipped [63]. This allows the high electron 
MO = |Vu> + s|vn> 
l< f 3> = |Vtt> + B|N/ n> 
h(
°d 1% ^ = |fu hLtt>Xl 
|v ,> = |M'n> + s |M' u> 
FIG. 12 The energy level diagram for an electron proton pair. The Larmor 
frequencies are o\ = 140 GHz and (Op = 213 MHz at 5 Tesla. The first arrow in the 
subscript represents electron spin, while the second arrow represents proton spin. The 
transitions from |*Pj) to l^), and from | to l^) are induced by microwaves of 
frequencies 6\ + 6% and - cq, [64]. 
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polarization to be transferred to the proton, and since the proton has a much longer 
relaxation time (-10 - 100s) than the electron (~lms), the electron can be re-used for 
additional transitions. The relaxation time is the time for the spin to flip back to its lower 
energy state. This technique also works for transferring polarization to other nuclear 
targets such as the deuteron. Using DNP, polarizations for the proton can reach 80-90% 
while the deuteron can reach 30-40%. 
3.3.3 The CLAS Polarized Target 
The CLAS target was designed to be placed in the limited space available in the 
center of CLAS. The target has two sets of superconducting magnetic coils that produce a 
5 Tesla magnetic field in a direction either parallel or anti-parallel to the beam line. This 
magnetic configuration was chosen because the axis of the produced magnetic field is 
entirely longitudinal and therefore the incident electrons are not affected by the magnetic 
field. This configuration also protects the region 1 drift chambers from M0ller scattering 
which produces low energy electrons, by steering them through a forward hole where 
there are no detector elements. Finally this configuration produces the uniform field 
needed for the DNP process. Table 4 lists the target magnet characteristics. 
Table 4 Target magnet characteristics. 
Maximum central magnetic field 5.1 Tesla 
Current for full field 123.646 A 
Field/Current 0.04125 Tesla/A 
Central bore diameter 200 mm 
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Liquid helium is used to cool superconducting the magnet coils to 4.2 K, as shown in 
Fig. 13. 
FIG. 13 Cross section of the target chamber in CLAS. 
In the center of the magnet is a cylindrical hole 200 mm in diameter which houses the 
target stick which is inserted into a banjo shaped bore through a stainless steel tube. The 
banjo is filled with liquid helium and cooled down to ~ IK by a 4He refrigerator. Liquid 
from the magnet buffer dewar is transferred to a separator pot where the liquid and vapor 
phases are separated using a sinted copper plate. The pressure in the separator is 600 
mbar, so the helium is pre-cooled to ~ 3.5K. The cold vapor is pumped out and used to 
cool the radiation shields. The liquid phase is then collected at the bottom of the pot 
where it flows to a heat exchanger and fills the target holder via two needle valves. The 
incoming liquid is cooled when the outgoing vapor exchanges heat therefore cooling the 
banjo to ~ IK. A microwave field {($. + C0p ox coe - cop) irradiates the target material to 
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enhance target polarization through the DNP process described above. The field is 
created by a system of rectangular and circular wave guides ending in a trumpet near the 
target cell. 
3.3.4 The Target Stick 
insert, as shown in Fig. 14. The other two cells contain carbon and helium. These are 
used for background measurements. The cells are 1 cm thick and 1.5 cm in diameter, and 
are made up of 0.2 mm thick plastic material with good resistance to radiation damage 
they have no polarizable molecules that can affect the NMR measurement. The target 
stick is inserted into the magnet core and can be moved in a vertical direction to place the 
target material of interest into the beam line. 
FIG. 14 Front and side view of the target stick that holds the target material. The 
top two places hold NH3 and nd3, the third one holds carbon and the bottom is empty 
(except for the liquid Helium bath). The carbon and empty target chambers are used to 
study the background. 
For the desired proton and deuteron targets, frozen ammonia beads (15NH3 and 
15ND3) were used as target material and placed inside two target cells on an aluminum 
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The CLAS target was located 60 cm upstream from the center of CLAS, which 
allowed the detection of electrons scattering at small angles, and therefore gave a better 
coverage at low Q2. All target components are controlled by an Epics interface. 
3.3.5 NMR Measurement 
Once the target is polarized, it is monitored using nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) with a Q-meter technique. The polarization P is expressed 
P ~] X"{o))d{a}) (86) 
o 
where &>is the angular frequency of the applied RF field and 1S the absorptive part 
of the nuclear susceptibility, 
M = (87) 
which is non-zero in a small range around the Lamor frequency of the proton or 
deuteron. 
The polarized target material is contained in the NMR coil with an inductance Lc 
and resistance rc. This coil is connected to a capacitor C and a damping resistor R using a 
commercially available Q-meter. This configuration forms a series LRC circuit where the 
target material modifies the inductance Lc, causing a change in the circuit impedance. If 
the circuit is driven by a frequency synthesizer that sweeps the RF frequency co through 
the Lamor resonance, the target material either emits or absorbs energy causing an 
inductance change in the coil therefore causing an impedance change in the circuit. For a 
constant current, the impedance change is proportional to a complex voltage V(coix) 
whose real part is selected by a phase sensitive detector (PSD). The first step in the 
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measurement is to set the magnetic field such that the Larmor frequency of the spin 
species is not within the sweep range of the synthesizer. This makes a measurement of 
the frequency dependence of the output voltage to the NMR electronics, which is denoted 
as Re{ V„( a>)}, and which is called the Q-curve. Next the field is set to the resonance 
value and the output voltage is measured and denoted as Re{ V(ft>)}. This voltage is a 
superposition of the signal proportional to x and the Q-curve, 
V{Q)  =  V{a> ,z  =  0 ) .  (88) 
These two signals are subtracted resulting in, 
X"{a>)°= Re{v(<y)}-Re{v»}^ S(eo), (89) 
and the measured polarization is proportional to the integral of that signal, 
co 
P = k\ S{co)d{o}) (90) 
O), 
where A: is a constant determined by a thermal equilibrium calibration, and a\ and ai are 
the lower and upper range of the frequency sweep [65], 
Although analysis of the Q-curve was used for on-line polarization measurements 
and monitoring, an alternative method of extracting polarization using elastic scattering 
was ultimately used for data analysis. This method will be discussed in chapter 4. 
3.4 THE CLAS DETECTOR 
When the electrons scatter off the target, particles from this reaction are detected 
by the CLAS detector housed in Hall B. CLAS is the CEBAF Large Acceptance 
Spectrometer [31] which is a nearly 4n spectrometer that allows for the detection of 
multiple-particle final states. The individual detector elements, as well as the particle 
tracking systems will be discussed in the following sections. 
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3.4.1 The Torus Magnet 
The CLAS detector is built around six superconducting coils which produce a 
toroidal magnetic field used to measure the momentum of charged particles from their 
trajectories. These six superconducting coils divide the detector into six identical sectors. 
They supply a magnetic field that points in the 0 direction (azimuthal to the beam line) so 
the field is mostly perpendicular to the particle trajectory bending the particles either 
towards or away from the beam line. The standard configuration is for the negative 
charged particles to be bent in towards the beam line and is called "inbending". The torus 
current was occaisionnaly reversed in the experiment so that negative charged particles 
were bent away from the beam line, referred to as the "outbending" configuration. This 
was done in order to obtain greater kinematic coverage. The magnetic field varies from 
0.5 Tesla m for large angle tracks to 2 Tesla m at forward angles for the high momentum 
tracks. The coils are designed with a specific shape ensuring that the magnetic field is 
close to zero at the beam axis where the target is placed (see Fig. 15). The torus 
configurations are listed in Table 5. 
Table 5 Torus currents for EGlb. 




4.2 2250, -2250 
5.6 2250 
5.73 2250, -2250 
5.76 -2250 
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FIG. 15 The CLAS torus coils. 
3.4.2 Drift Chambers 
The first detector elements that scattered particles will usually traverse are the 
drift chambers. In CLAS, the momentum of charged particles is determined using a series 
of multi-wire drift chambers shown in Fig. 16 [66]. The drift chambers can detect 
charged particles over an angular range from 8° to 142°. Each of the six sectors contains 






FIG. 16 One drift chamber "wedge'. There are a total of 18 wedges arranged in 
six sectors in three regions. 
Region 1 is the inner most region close to the beam line, where there is a low magnetic 
field. Region 2 is located between the torus coils where there is a high magnetic field. 
Region 3 is located outside the torus coils and is also in a low magnetic field. 
Each region of drift chamber consists of two super-layers (one stereo and one 
axial) containing six layers of wires for each super-layer. The inner axial layer is oriented 
so that at the center of the sector, the wires are in the ^ direction. The outer stereo layer of 
each region oriented at an angle of 6° relative to the axial wires. Because space is limited, 
the region 1 outer super-layer has four layers of wires instead of six. Fig. 17 shows the 
wire configuration in which is each sense wire is surrounded by six field wires making up 
a honeycombed pattern. 
FIG. 17 Schematic showing two super-layers of drift chamber wires. The sense 
wires are at the center of the hexagons and the field wires are the hexagon vertices. 
The sense wires are strung from 20 Jim diameter gold-plated tungsten while the 
field wires are 140 fim diameter gold-plated aluminum. The chambers are filled with a 
constant pressure gas mixture of 88% argon and 12% CO2. This mixture was chosen 
since it has a high saturated drift velocity greater than 4 cm/p.c [66]. It has an operating 
voltage plateau of several hundred volts before breakdown. The electric field maintained 
in the gas is oriented such that when a charged particle passes through, the gas mixture is 
ionized which causes electrons to drift towards the sense wires (anodes) and the ions will 
drift towards the field wires (cathodes). When this happens, a signal is created at the 
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anode and stops a time to digital converter (TDC), which was initiated by a signal to the 
time of flight scintillators, to measure the drift time. The drift time determines the drift 
distanced from a pre-determined calibration. The final particle trajectory is determined by 
fitting the track positions from each layer to a curve. 
Since the sense wires are at positive potential and the field wires are held at 
negative potential with half the absolute value, this keeps the overall drift-chamber 
potential at zero, minimizing interference with other detector elements. During data 
taking, the rates in the drift chamber as well as the current and voltage in each group of 
16 sense wires were monitored to ensure that the entire drift chamber was supplied with 
the necessary high voltage and that none of the wires had tripped. 
3.4.3 Cerenkov Detector 
The next detector element to be traversed by the scattered particles is the 
Cerenkov detector shown in Fig. 18. These detectors are used for particle identification, 
mainly used to distinguish electrons from other negatively charged particles, such as 
if [67]. When a charged particle travels through a medium faster than the speed of light 
in that medium, Cerenkov light is emitted. This process occurs at a threshold given by 
P = l/n where n is the index of refraction of the given medium. 
The Cerenkov detectors are located in between the region 3 drift chambers and the 
time of flight counters, and they cover a range of 0from 8° to 45°. Each Cerenkov 
detector is filled with perfluorobutane (c4f10) gas at atmospheric pressure, which is 
constantly recirculated with the pressure kept at a constant value using a system of pumps 
and valves. Perfluorobutane was chosen such that only charged particles with a mass 
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close to the electron mass will be fast enough to produce Cerenkov light. It has an index 
of refraction (n = 1.00153) resulting in excellent light transmission properties [68]. This 
gas separates electrons from pions up to a pion momentum around 2.7 GeV. The index of 
refraction corresponds to a threshold for particle energy equal to 
E = m n m, (91) 
where n is the index of refraction and m is the particle rest mass in MeV. For 
perfluorobutane, E = 18.1m which yields a threshold of 9 MeV for electrons and a much 









FIG. 18 The Cerenkov detector for one sector. 
Each of the six sectors of CLAS has its own Cerenkov detector and each detector 
consists of a series of 18 pairs of photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) and mirrors, see Fig. 18. 
The acceptance of the Cerenkov detector is maximized by placing the PMTs behind the 
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torus coils that block the scattered particles. Each pair of mirrors creates a segment that 
lies in a position of relatively constant 6, and the width of the segment increases as 6 
increases. This configuration allows the forward region of the sector to be covered. This 
0 segmenting of the detector allows Cerenkov information to be compared to the 
trajectory of particles to help determine which particle in that event caused the Cerenkov 
signal. 
3.4.4 Time of Flight 
After the Cerenkov detector, the scattered particles travel through the time of 
flight scintillartors [84]. The time of flight detector is a series of scintillating paddles with 
a pair of PMTs attached to light guides at each end of the scintillating paddle, as shown in 
Fig. 19. Signals from the PMTs are readout by TDCs and analogue-to-digital converters 
(ADCs). This detector is used to determine a particle's time of flight by comparing the 
time at which the particle struck the scintillator with the event start time as determined by 
the accelerator RF signal mentioned in section 3.2.6. For electron beams, the RF beam 
bucket that contains the trigger electron is determined by requiring a signal in the 
electromagnetic calorimeter and in the Cerenkov detector in coincidence. Because the 
electron travels at a velocity that is indistinguishable from the speed of light (/?= 1), the 
electron track can be used to calculate the time it left the target. This electron can now be 
used to provide the interaction time for all particles. 
The time of flight system is located in between the Cerenkov detectors and the 
electromagnetic calorimeter and covers an area of 206 m2. There are 48 paddles that are 
5.08 cm thick, 13 to 22 cm wide, and increase in length with their distance from the beam 
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line. This configuration covers a large range of 0from 8° to 142°. The length varies from 
32 cm at the forward angle to 450 cm at large angles. Bicron BC-408 was selected as the 
scintillation material since it yields an attenuation length of 500 cm [69]. The time of 
flight system was designed to optimize time resolution, which varies from 80 ps for short 
paddles to 160 ps for longer paddles. Accurate timing is needed to separate pions from 
kaons up to 2 GeV. Each paddle has a silica optical fiber located at its center. This allows 
ultra-violet laser light to be sent to the paddles for time of flight calibrations. 
!*• fr-
FIG. 19 Scintillators for the time of flight detector. The forward angle paddles are 
attached to 2 inch PMTs while the rest of the paddles are attached to 3 inch PMTs. 
3.4.5 Electromagnetic Calorimeters 
The final detector element the scattered particles encounter is the electromagnetic 
calorimeter. The forward calorimeter, which occupies a region in 0from 8° to 45° in the 
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polar angle, is a lead-scintillator electromagnetic sampling calorimeter consisting of six 
modules. It is used as part of the primary electron trigger for CLAS, and is helpful in 
discriminating electrons from pions. It can also be used to detect neutral particles [70]. As 
mentioned in the previous section, the Cerenkov detector is used for pion rejection but is 
only good for low momentum pions below the 2.7 GeV threshold. At high momentum, 
pions can be identified based on the energy deposition pattern in the electromagnetic 
calorimeter. This is possible due to the different mechanisms by which pions and 
electrons deposit their energy. When electrons come in contact with the lead layers of the 
calorimeter, they create an electromagnetic shower by emitting photons which in turn 
produce electron positron pairs which then emit photons, and so on. It is this shower 
effect that causes the electrons to deposit their energy in the calorimeter. In contrast, 
pions are minimum ionizing. They deposit a fixed amount of energy in the calorimeter 
regardles of the pion momentum. 
The calorimeter is made up from a lead-scintillator sandwich with a 
lead:scintillator thickness ratio of 0.2 shown in Fig. 20. This requires 40 cm of scintillator 
for every 8 cm of lead in each module. Approximately 1/3 of the electromagnetic shower 
energy is deposited in the scintillator [70]. The shape of each module is an equalateral 
triangle, one for each sector of CLAS. The scintillator layers are made up of 36 strips of 
scintillator material which are oriented parallel to one side of the triangle. Then for each 
successive layer of scintellator, the scintillator strips are rotated 120° resulting in three 
orientations. Each orientation consists of 13 layers broken into an inner group of 5 layers 
and an outer group of 8 layers for a total of 39 lead-scintillator layers in each module. 
This orientation is used to determine particle position by comparing intersections of hits 
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in all three orientations. The light produced in the scintillators is sent to a PMT by a fiber 
optic light guide. The PMT signal is then sent to a TDCs for data acquisition. There are 
also a pair of large angle calorimeters, with a similar configuration, which are used for 
the measurement of particles at large polar angles. 
3.5 DATA ACQUISITION AND TRIGGER 
The event trigger condition for the EG 1 experiment was the detection of a hit in 
the Cerenkov counter and the electromagnetic calorimeter in coincidence above a 
previously determined threshold. For EG1, the threshold levels were 150 mV for the 
electromagnetic calorimeter and 38 mV for the Cerenkov counter. High energy scattered 
electrons accounts for 60% of the triggers at the 2.7 GeV beam energy. 
The remaining events are due to noise or fast hadrons that produce a signal in the 
Cerenkov counter. These events are rejected in the event reconstruction process. The data 
acquisition system (DAQ) records ADC and TDC information from the various detector 
elements if the event satisfies this trigger condition. The DAQ rate for the EG1 
experiment was ~ 4 MHz. 
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FIG. 20 Cross section of the forward calorimeter showing the lead scintillator 
sandwich (top) and exploded view of the lead scintillator sandwich (bottom) showing the 
orientation of the different layers. 
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3.6 TRACKING AND START TIME RECONSTRUCTION 
Every detector in CLAS has a corresponding reconstruction package. These codes 
produce BOS files with the reconstructed data. This code is written in standard Fortran-
77 [71]. The track (position and angle) of a charged particle at the target is reconstructed 
with the use of drift chamber and time of flight information. It is performed in two steps. 
In step one, individual tracks are fit to the hit-wire positions of the drift chambers. The 
track segments for all three regions are collected then linked to form a particle track 
candidate. This is known as hit-based tracking. The preliminary particle momentum and 
charge are determined along with the extrapolation of the track to the outer detector 
elements and target interaction vertex from the hit pattern. In step two, the particle flight 
time from the target to the time of flight scintillators is used to correct measured drift 
times [72]. Fig. 21 shows a typical event track. 
Once the reconstructed data are stored in the BOS format, the data are calibrated 
and processed into a data storage tape (DST) format. A program that processes the 
information in the DST file is used to form ntuples, rootfiles or other datafiles. The 
calibration and analysis of these data are described in Chapter 4. 
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FIG. 21 Particle tracks showing the matching of tracks from the drift chambers to 






The main goal of this analysis is to extract single and double spin asymmetries 
from the EG1 data for if production on deuterium. We analyze the data in two different 
channels; 
D(e,e'7t~p)p and D(e,e'7t~)p, assuming that the neutron is at rest in the deuteron. 
The data sets used in this analysis have beam energies 1.6, 1.7, 2.5 and 4.2 GeV. Because 
the region of interest for this analysis is the resonance region, the 5.6 and 5.7 GeV data 
sets has been omitted. 
In this chapter the steps required to select good data and correct for known problems is 
explained. The physics analysis, including the calculation of asymmetries is presented in 
Chapter 5. 
4.2 DETECTOR CALIBRATION 
The raw CLAS data (ADC and TDC values for each detector that had a hit) must 
be processed in order to get useful physics quantities such as particle momentum or 
identification. This is done using the RECSIS (CLAS reconstruction) software package. 
All of the data are calibrated, but the relevant parameters are determined from only 10% 
-of the data. Both energy and time calibrations are determined and checked, accounting 
for any modifications due to different run conditions or changes in detector response. 
These calibrations were done by different members of the EG1 collaboration. The 
calibration of the EC timing was done by the author and is explained in more detail. Only 
after obtaining satisfactory results for the calibration does the full data processing take 
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place. 
4.2.1 Time of Flight Calibration 
The time of flight (TOF) scintillators are critical in the identification of hadrons. 
For instance, the RF offset and paddle-to-paddle corrections have a large impact on the 
calculated event start time and particle velocity, so care must be given to make these 
calibrations as accurate as possible. For this reason the first calibration to be performed is 
for the TOF. The TOF calibration is crucial for accurate time-based tracking in the drift 
chambers, as well as to normalize timing for the (Serenkov detector and the 
electromagnetic calorimeter. Several steps are used in calibration [73]. 
The key thing is to determine accurate timing for each beam energy and torus 
configuration. The ADC and TDC channels from each PMT are calibrated and the 
constants are obtained by analyzing data with dedicated DAQ configurations for the 
experimental run. A signal is incident on the PMT at a start time and the signal is 
recorded as exact time. Calibrations feed LED signals to the scintillators for each PMT 
where a pedestal value is calculated. The pedestal (P) corresponds to the ADC channel 
when no data are present and is measured by taking data with a pulsar trigger. This 
pedestal value is subtracted from the measured value of the ADC channel, A, to 
determine the true signal amplitude A' using 
A'- A-P. (92) 
An input from a pulse generator is used to calibrate the TDC signal to the true signal 
time, 
t = c0 + cxT + C 2 T2  , (93) 
where T is the raw time in units of TDC channels and t is the corrected time in ns. Then 
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laser light generated by photodiodes on PMTs calibrate against dependence of TDC 
signals on ADC amplitudes or cross walk, 
^ „ f600^ 
K T h j  \ T h  j  
L = t - f w  —  + f w  —  , (94) 
with Th being the TDC channel number corresponding to the leading pulse edge and, 
=  f o r  ( * < w 0 )  
f w ( x )  =  ^ ( l  +  w 2 ) - ^  f o r  ( x > w 0 \  
w0 wo (95) 
where wo, w\ and W2 are fit parameters that were determined for each PMT seperatly 
using the laser calibration system. When there is consistent time and amplitude response, 
then we can establish left-right PMT time alignment. This is done by taking left-right 
signal time offset determined by 
At = {edgeL + edgeR)/ veff , (%) 
where edgeL and edgeR are the edges of the distribution and vef is the effective velocity 
in the scintillator material. Next the energy loss and attenuation length are calibrated. 
This is done by calibrating SE/Sx in the scintillator material. Finally, there are numerous 
paddle-to-paddle corrections where an offset cp2P is determined for each paddle from a fit 
of scattered electron or pion data using 
>L/S=K±^Y + CR7P. (97) 
When offsets are corrected, the time of flight for any SC hit is 
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This is done in several iterations by checking the corrections on the data, then analyzing 
the run and checking the data quality [74]. 
v 
4.2.2 Cerenkov Detector Calibration 
The Cerenkov calibration is needed to determine detector efficiency and correct 
the time measurement. The subsystems that need calibration are the TDC (time 
calibrations), the pedestals (amplitude pedestal calibrations), and the photoE (single 
photoelectron position calibration). These calibrations are done without beam interactions 
using either cosmic particles or intrinsic photo-multiplier noise. The parameter T1 
converts TDC channels to ns. The usual value of T1 is about 0.048 ns/channel. The 
calibration is done by sending a pulsar signal with different time delays to each TDC 
channel. The TDC response is fitted using a linear fit and T1 is the slope parameter for 
the channel-time dependence. Next the pedestals are subtracted for an accurate ADC 
measurement. The single photoelectron amplitude is calibrated which uses the self-
triggering of the Cerenkov detector to see the noise function and to define the position of 
one photoelectron. Finally the time offset for the Cerenkov detector (TO) is calibrated 
during data analysis where you have the time measured both by the CC and TOF as well 
as the track length to the CC plane and SC plane. [75]. 
4.2.3 Drift Chamber Calibration 
CLAS has six sectors of identical drift chambers, each separated into regions 1, 2, 
and 3. Each region has two superlayers. In regions 2 and 3 there are 12 layers of sense 
wires. In region 1 there are only 10 layers of sense wires. Each superlayer (consisting of 4 
or 6 layers) of each sector is calibrated seperately for a total of 36 sets of parameters. The 
drift time is scaled differently for each layer and is calculated automatically by the 
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calibration software. To describe the distance a charged particle track is from a sense 
wire, two variables are used. The distance of closest approach (DOCA) and the distance 
(DIST). The DOCA is the distance from the sense wire to the particle track determined 
by time-based-tracking. The DIST is the predicted distance from the sense wire to the 
track which is calculated from the drift time. Additionally a time residual is calculated 
from the two terms, 
RESI = abs(DOCA) - (DIST). (99) 
This is the primary means of measuring the drift chamber resolution. The value of DIST 
is always positive while DOCA is either positive or negative depending on the particle 
track being either to the left or right of the closest sense wire. Drift chambers are 
calibrated by setting parameters for the drift velocity function in each superlayer of every 
sector. This function is the relation between the distance DIST and the measured drift 
time of the ions to the sense wires. These drift times are calculated from the wire's TDC 
value correcting for fixed cable and event delays. The time-to-distance function 
parameters are determined by fits to DOCA vs time plots. These parameters are stored in 
a file DC_DOCA.map. A timewalk correction is used to correct for the dependence of the 
time on the signal size, mostly from clustering effects in the drift chamber. The maximum 
drift time tmax which is the amount of time it takes an electron created at the edge of a 
drift chamber cell to travel to the center sense wire, is calculated for each sector. The 
drift velocity function depends on parameters (pi) which must be determined from the 
data. The function for regions 1 and 2 is, 
d  =  ( p i t ) + ( p 2 i 2 ) + ( p 3 P ) + ( p J 4 ) + ( { D m a -  P l -  p 2 -  p j 5 ) .  (100) 
For region 3 the function is, 
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(Anax ~ (/Vmax)) (101) 
where pi -p4 are calibration parameters, Dmax is the (cell size)2 and f is the time 
normalized to tmax- The calibration program determines the following parameters, the 
average local angle, the average magnetic field strength, the initial time T0 and the 
maximum drift time T^. More details on drift chamber calibrations are available from 
Ref. 76. 
4.2.4 Electromagnetic Calorimeter Calibration 
The CLAS electron trigger is configured to accept only events that deposit more 
than minimum ionizing energy in the calorimeters, when in combination with the 
Cerenkov counters, which is not sufficient at high energies, reject pions. This requires 
that the EC response to a fixed energy deposition is independent of the hit position. 
Otherwise, the trigger response will not be uniform near threshold. This requires a 
uniform and accurate energy calibration at the beginning of the experiment so that the 
trigger does not have a position dependent bias. The matching of the PMT signals is done 
using cosmic runs detecting muons. Muons are chosen since they are minimum ionizing 
particles and their energy loss is well known. These cosmic runs were taken at the 
beginning of the experiment and the PMT gains were adjusted accordingly. The EC 
PMTs require internal calibrations for ADC pedestals as well as corrections to scintillator 
properties such as exponential attenuation. Gain matching is also required so the sum of 
the energy deposited in all EC scintillators totals 
where E is the total energy, fs is the sampling fraction and Ep is the total particle energy 
E  =  E p x f s ,  (102) 
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[76]. Since the TOF timing, the EC timing is calibrated first the EC timing signal is 
calibrated to the TOF signal using a 5-parameter model to minimize the average 
difference between the TOF and EC signal time shown in Figs. 22 and 23. 
The initial run of the calibration routine reads existing calibration constants and 
performs the fit to get new calibration constants. The initial plots show the TOF to EC 
signal time before calibration see Fig. 22 top. The calibration routine reads the input files 
and starts fitting the data and reads out new calibration constants to a file. These fits 
adjusts that time so that the time difference between the TOF and EC is centered at zero 
see Fig. 23 top. This is done for each sector. This process is run over several iterations 
because there are several EC scintillators involved in each EC signal. Figs. 22 and 23 
bottom shows time dirrference between the TOF and EC for the sector 2 electons. Before 
calibration, the electron events are not centered at zero (on the y axis). After calibrations 
the events are centered at zero. When the time difference between the TOF and EC is 
centered at zero, the final calibration constants are saved in the data base. 
This final calibration is important since it the the EC that is primarily used for 
identifying pions as well as distinguishing electron from photons based on time of arrival 
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FIG. 22 Time difference between particle arrival at the time of flight and a scatter plot of 
events vs. Time difference between particle arrival at the time of flight and the EC before 
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4.3 RUN SELECTION 
In order to make an accurate asymmetry measurement, it is necessary to ensure 
that only the runs that contain good data are used. To select good runs, we eliminated the 
ones which had electron rates that were either much lower or much higher than other runs 
of the same type (same target, torus field, beam energy, etc). There were runs that were 
miscategorized with either the wrong target, the wrong half wave plate, or the wrong 
target polarization orientation. These were corrected by an analysis subroutine that was 
able to correct these values in the datafiles. In the end, we have a list of good data runs, 
(see Table 6), for every target type, target polarization, beam energy and torus 
polarization. 
Table 6 Summary of the EGlb data set. Tthe asterisk shows the ND3 data 
sets which are reported here. Table courtesy of Nevzat Guler [77], 
Run Numbers Beam Energy (GeV) Torus Current (A) 
*25488 - 25559; 25669 - 26221 1.606 +1500 
26222 - 26359 1.606 -1500 
28512-28526 1.723 +1500 
*27644 - 27798; 28527 - 28532 1.723 -1500 
27205-27351 2.286 +1500 
*28001 - 28069 2.561 +1500 
*27799 - 27924; 27924 - 27995 2.561 -1500 
27936 - 27941 2.792 -1500 
*28074-28277;28482-28494;28506- 4.238 +2250 
28510 
*28280 - 28479; 28500 - 28505 4.238 -2250 
27356 - 27364; 27386 - 27499 5.615 +2250 
27366 - 27380 5.615 -2250 
27069-27198 5.725 +2250 
26874 - 27068 5.725 -2250 
26468 - 26722; 26776 - 26851 5.743 -2250 
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For this analysis, good runs include ND3 and carbon target runs. The data are checked by 
performing a number of tests on all runs that survived event reconstruction, and 
comparisons are made regarding the information about these runs entered into the 
logbook and the CLAS database. 
4.3.1 Target Material 
The first check is to see if the inclusive count rates are appropriate for the target 
type. Different targets have slightly different densities and cross-sections. The inclusive 
electron count rate can be used to determine the target material. The target material is 
cross referenced with the target data in the logbook. 
4.3.2 Event Rates 
To make sure that the data have suitable beam quality, detector function and 
efficiency, either the inclusive electron or exclusive e~n~ rates for each run were 
monitored. During the data processing all run files were monitored and histograms were 
checked for problems. However, some runs that passed event reconstruction may contain 
problems such as detector inefficiency or loss of polarization during the experiment. To 
check for this the rates, which are the number of events normalized to the accumulated 
charge, N/FC, measured by the Faraday cup, were plotted. If any run in a particular beam 
energy and torus setting has an N/FC rate either lower or higher than the rest of the rates, 
it could be an indication of a problematic and therefor would be excluded from further 
data analysis. Fig. 24 show both the inclusive and exclusive rates for 2.5 GeV ND3 and 
carbon data. 
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FIG. 24 Inclusive count rates for 2.5 GeV out bending data. The blue points are 
the ND3 positive target polarization rates, the green points are the ND3 negative target 
polarization rates and the red points are the carbon target rates. 
4.4 CORRECTIONS 
Once the problematic or bad runs have been identified and removed from the data 
set to be analyzed, further corrections are needed to ensure that each event has the correct 
beam helicity, half wave plate status, and target polarization orientation, and that the 
kinematic quantities for each particle in the final state are calculated correctly. The final 
correction package includes z vertex, raster and momentum corrections. The first 
correction is the raster and z vertex correction because all other corrections rely on an 
accurate z vertex position of the event. 
4.4.1 Raster Correction 
The frozen NH3 and ND3 target material can lose polarization due to beam heating 
and melting. To avoid this thermal effect, the beam is rastered over the surface of the 
1 1 
' * • • I 1 * • 1 * I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I L_ 
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target. Rastering the beam is a process in which the beam is moved by small amounts 
perpendicular to the beam direction quickly over time. This pattern traces out the same 
area on the target per unit time regardless of where the beam spot is located. This 
distributes the beam heating over the entire face of the target. The tracking assumes that 
the x and y beam position are zero when it calculates the tracking of a particle in CLAS. 
However, the beam position x and y are not zero due to rastering, which means that the 
particle travels a different distance through the target magnetic field than what was 
assumed by the tracking software. This effect can be corrected by knowing the position 
of the beam for each event [78]. The z vertex position is corrected first according to 
v ; = v + ^ l  ( 1 0 3 )  
tan 9 
where v, is the vertex position on the z axis as determined by the tracking software, v' 
is the corrected position, 0 is the particle trajectory angle relative to the beamline, and x 
is the total distance the particle traveled, which is not accounted for by the tracking 
software, 
_ xcos + y sin <pQ 
cos(0-0o) 
where 0is the azimuthal angle of the particle given by, 
. 
Pv (p - tan — , (105) 
and <po is the angle that corresponds to the center of the sector in which the particle was 
detected. Since the distance traveled by the particle is different than originally 
determined, the azimuthal angle 0is incorrectly calculated and must be corrected. Since 
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the field and correct path length are known, <pc can be calculated 
(106) 
This leads to a correction to Px and Py that preserves the total transverse momentum 
Pt = Pfy, where q is the particle charge, 50 is the target field in Kilogauss, 100 converts 
cm to m and 33.356 is 1/c in appropriate units. 
It is necessary to know the position of the beam spot to perform these corrections. 
Since there is no measurement for the beam spot position (x and y), these values must be 
determined by other means. This is done using an ADC measurement that records the 
output power supplied to the raster magnets. The ADC values are then converted to x and 
y positions. These coordinates are determined by fitting electron and proton coincidence 
events for the z vertex position, which should be identical for both particles. The x and y 
positions are related to the ADC values by, 
where ADCX and ADCy are the ADC values for x and ADCX• and ADCy• are values that 
correspond to the position at the center of the target. Cx and Cy are constants that convert 
ADC counts to centimeters. The final outputs are stored as variables (f>, Px, Py and vz for 
each event in the datafile. 
x  =  { A D C x - A D C , ) C x  
y = [ A D C y  -  A D C y .  ) •  C y ,  
(107) 
(108) 
4.4.2 Z Vertex Correction 
After applying the raster correction to each particle in the event, the average 
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vertex position is calculated using the vertex position of charged particles that come from 
the interaction. This is done by assigning a vertex resolution <jz to each particle, 
where pt is the transverse momentum of each particle, fi = p/E, where p is the total 
momentum and E is the total energy of each particle. The vertex position of the event is 
determined by summing over the vertex position of all particles, weighted by the vertex 
resolution: 
4.4.3 Beam Helicity Switching 
The beam polarization is switched at a rate of 30 Hz in a pseudo-random order. 
Periods of constant electron helicity which occur ~ 0.03 s are referred to as buckets. One 
helicity bucket (either parallel or anti-parallel) is chosen at random and is followed by a 
bucket of the opposite helicity, as shown in Fig. 25. This ensures that there is roughly 
equal statistics for both positive and negative beam helicity. A sync pulse with a 
frequency of twice the helicity identifies the time of the helicity flip. On occasion, the 
sequence can be broken by accelerator trips or misread helicity sync signals, which can 
lead to un-paired helicity buckets. These un-paired helicity buckets are identified and 
rejected in software [77]. 
(109) 
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FIG. 25 Helicity sync bit and helicity bit. The helicity bit has half the frequency 
of the sync bit. A bucket of helicity is always followed by a bucket of opposite helicity. 
Note that the first "0" helicity bit is the start of a pair. 
4.4.4 Target and Beam Helicity Sign 
The sign of the inclusive elastic asymmetry is well known. By calculating the 
asymmetry in the elastic region for each run the sign of the product of beam helicity and 
target polarization is checked and corrected. This asymmetry test also verifies the status 
of the half wave plate, which changes the sign of the electron polarization. 
4.4.5 Momentum Corrections 
The reconstruction of particle trajectories and momenta from the tracking 
software requires accurate knowledge of the drift chambers and torus magnetic field. The 
reconstructed particle momentum can be incorrect due to a slightly different torus field 
than that used in the reconstruction software. Similarly, misalignments between drift 
chambers can result in a poor determination of particle momentum [79]. The quality of 
the momentum reconstruction can be checked by the position of the elastic peak in the 
invariant mass spectrum which should be at W = 0.938 GeV. Both momentum, dp, and 
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scattering angle, dq, corrections are parametrized, and the parameters are determined by 
fitting to the data using the 4-momentum conservation for fully exclusive values and W 
elastic peak position as a constraint. Fig. 26 shows the W elastic peak before and after 
corrections. The corrected W elastic peak is centered at 0.938 GeV [77]. 
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FIG. 26 The W spectrum before (left) and after (right) momentum corrections. 
Plot curtesy of Nevzat Guler [77]. 
4.4.6 Multiple Scattering Corrections 
In addition to the momentum corrections due to differences in the torus field or 
drift chamber misalignment, there are corrections to a particle's momentum that arise 
from multiple scattering that can occur in the target. Multiple scattering can result in a 
shift of the z vertex position for each particle. The multiple scattering correction uses the 
weighted average of all the reconstructed vertex positions in each event to estimate the 
amount of multiple scattering for each scattered particle as it travels out of the target and 
corrects the momentum accordingly for each particle [80]. 
4.4.7 Energy Loss 
There is an additional correction to account for the amount of energy that is lost in 
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the beam upstream of the scattering point and in the scattered particle on the way out of 
the target. This correction is performed by determining the average corrected 
reconstructed vertex for all particles in an event and assuming that this is the location 
where scattering occurred. The beam energy in each kinematic calculation as well as 
outgoing particle momenta are adjusted to account for this energy loss. 
4.4.8 Target Magnetic Field 
There is also an effect from the target field that exists outside the region 1 drift 
chambers. Because the target has a 5T field along the beam direction, the charged particle 
trajectory is identified. This is called the phi kick. The reconstruction software assumes 
this field to be zero outside the innermost layer of DC1 when calculating momentum and 
angles. The angle 0for each charged particle must be corrected to account for this extra 
magnetic field. 
4.5 FIDUCIAL CUTS 
Sometimes it is useful to place a geometrical cut on the efficient (fiducial) regions 
of the Cerenkov detector. This is due to limitations due to the reflective loss within the 
mirror geometry which can cause inefficiencies in the Cerenkov detector for some 
particle events. These cuts ensures that electrons are identified using a reliable region of 
the detector with reliably known and consistant efficiencies. 
4.5.1 Determining Inefficient CC regions 
To implement the fiducial cuts, a criterium for determining the expected average 
number of photoelectrons in each region of the Cerenkov detector was established. The 
fiducial region of the detector must be determined by looking at the expected number of 
photoelectrons that should be produced by an electron, determined using a function 
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developed by Alexander Vlassov [81, 82]. This is a function to determine the expected 
number of photoelectrons in the CC as a function of particle track coordinates. The 
elastic electron scattering events were used to determine the average number of 
photoelectrons. Event selection included cuts on the missing mass (W), vertex position 
and energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Restrictions on the geometrical 
matching of the track's x and y coordinates from the electromagnetic calorimeter and 
Cerenkov counters are defined by placing a limit on the track's deviation. To calculate 
the accual efficiency as a function of #and </> \n each sector, it was assumed that the 
number of photoelectrons generated by a hit in the detector region obeys a Poisson 
distribution. The efficiency at any point in the CC can be determined by finding the 
percentage in the Poisson distribution (with a mean value determined by A. Vlassov's 
function) that remain after all events with less than 2.0 photoelectrons are removed. 
Therefore, the efficiency of a detector location can be expressed in terms of the expected 
photoelectrons (//) and a minimum photoelectron cutoff (c) as 
efficiency = ^  & 
n>c n .  ( 1 1 1 )  
4.5.2 Determining Fiducial Cut Boundaries 
If the expected number is too small, then that region is deemed too inefficient, and 
a cut is applied to exclude that region, as shown in Fig. 27. An efficiency of 80% or 
greater was required and events were collected for each 6? and 0bins that satisfied the 
efficiency requirements. The geometric values of the fiducial cuts were determined by 
Robert Fersch [74]. By defining a boundary in the plane 6vs (p, an efficient reagon was 
determined for different electron momenta in 0.15 GeV bins. The parameterized 
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boundary functions in 6\ and <f> were determined using 6 parameters for inbending data 
sets and 10 parameters for outbinding data sets. Fiducial cuts are necessary to select the 
efficient region for calculating beam and target polarization, as well as background 
calculations in which data from different targets are being compared. Fiducial cuts will 
minimize fluctuations in acceptance or efficiency with different target types. These 
electron fiducial cuts are applied, however, due to the nature of exclusive analysis, pion 
fiducial cuts are not applied. 
FIG. 27 Number of Cerenkov photoelectrons as a function of 0and 0as 
measured by the drift chambers for each sector for the 2.5 GeV inbending data. The 
electron fiducial cuts are shown as the black line. These plots are courtesy of R. Fersch 
[74], 
4.6 PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION 
Once the good data are selected and kinematic variables are corrected, the 
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particles in each event must be identified. The detection of charged or neutral particles is 
possible with the CLAS detector using one or more of the detector components. Even 
though particles are given preliminary identification during the event reconstruction 
process, a more precise determination can be made by the introduction of additional 
constraints in the form of kinematic cuts. These cuts are used to define electron, nf and 
proton candidatesfor this analysis. 
4.6.1 Electron Identification 
The RECSIS software identifies an electron event trigger by requiring a hit in the 
Cerenkov counter and a shower in the electromagnetic calorimeter from a negatively 
charged particle [72]. The Cerenkov counter is used because all but the highest 
momentum pions are traveling too slow to produce Cerenkov radiation in the detector. It 
is common for a negatively charged pion to pass the RECSIS electron identification, so 
more strict cuts are applied on the Cerenkov counter and electromagnetic calorimeter 
signals to further select good electrons as the trigger particle. 
The first cut to distinguish electrons from pions is applied to the Cerenkov 
counter. Fig. 28 shows a typical distribution of the number for photoelectrons (X 10) 
produced by Cerenkov light. The peak at around 1 photoelectron is mainly due to pions. 
Electrons have a broad spectrum peaking greater than 2 photoelectrons. We require that 
the number of photoelectrons is greater than 2 to minimize the number of pions in our 
trigger. This requirement does remove good electrons as well. 
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FIG. 28 Number of photoelectrons in the Cerenkov detector. The large peak 
around 1 is mainly from pions. A good electron is required to have more than 2 
photoelectrons in the Cerenkov detector. 
An additional cut is placed on the electromagnetic calorimeter. The fraction of 
energy that is detected in the scintillators is called the sampling fraction, which depends 
on the details of the Pb/scintillator sandwich mentioned in Chapter 3 and has a value of 
approximately 0.27. When electrons interact with the calorimeter material, they shower 
and deposit all of their energy in the calorimeter (see section 3.4.5). Therefore electrons 
deposit more energy in the inner calorimeter than the outer calorimeter. However pions 
are minimum ionizing particles and therefore deposit the same amount of energy in the 
calorimeter regardless of the pion momentum. Fig. 29 (top) shows a plot of the total 
energy deposited in the calorimeter versus the energy deposited in the inner calorimeter. 
A cut on the inner calorimeter is applied to eliminate events triggered by pions. 
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Additionally, Fig. 29 (bottom) shows the total energy as a fraction of momentum versus 
r 
energy deposited in the inner calorimeter as a fraction of momentum. The electrons 
occupy a well defined region in the plot. An additional cut is applied to select electrons. 
There are different cuts for the lower and upper momentum range as seen in Fig. 30. 
Table 7 shows a detailed list of all cuts applied to identify an electron. 
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FIG. 29 Total energy deposited in the calorimeter vs. energy deposited in the 
inner calorimeter (top). The higher intensity region at EC_inner near 0.06 GeV are pions. 
A cut of ec_inner > 0.08 GeV is applied. The lower plot shows total calorimeter energy 
as a fraction of momentum vs. energy as a fraction of momentum for the inner 
calorimeter. A cut of Ec_tot/p >0.2 is applied. 
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FIG. 30 Total energy deposited in the calorimeter as a fraction of momentum vs. 
momentum showing the cut applied for lower momentum and higher momentum. 
Table 7 Standard electron cuts. The left and right columns represent the cuts 
depending on the electron momentum. 
P,<S3GeV Pe > 3 GeV 
y2cc <0.12 X2cc<0.12  
Npe > 2 Npe > 0.5 
EC[„ > 0.06 ECjn > 0.06 
EC,ot/P > 0.2 ECtol/P > 0.24 
Pe > 10% of the beam energy and < beam energy 
8.5° < Drift Chamber 6 < 49° 
Electron fiducial cuts applied 
4.6.2 iC Identification 
The 7f is identified primarily by comparing the time a particle arrives at the TOF 
with the time of flight calculated from the path length and momentum as measured by the 
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p 2  + M \  r K 
where TOFtime is the TDC readout from the time of flight scintillator for that particle, 
STARTtime is the time the particle scattered from the target, (as determined by the trigger 
electron which has a speed is very close to the speed of light and independent of its 
momentum). The variable I is the path length of the particle trajectory determined by the 
drift chambers, p is the particle momentum which is also determined by the drift 
chambers, M„. is the mass of the pion and c is the speed of light in appropriate units 
(cm/ns). For pions, the assumption of using the pion mass in Equation 112 is accurate and 
At should be close to zero. Other particles with different mass will show up at different 
values of At. Additionally, a pion must have a negative charge and must fail the the 
electron identification cut as a whole (ie, if the particle passes all the electron ID cuts, it 
will not be considered as a pion candidate). A cut of -0.8 < At < 0.8 is applied for pion 
candidates, (see Fig. 31). 









» '  •  
FIG. 31 Time difference (Equation 111) for negatively charged particles that do 
not pass the electron cut. 
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4.6.3 Proton Identification 
The proton can also be identified in a similar manner as the pion. The proton 
identification is made using the time of flight and path length in the same manner as ri 
identification but substituting the mass of the proton into the equation for At, 
A proton is required to have a positive charge. Again a cut of -0.8 < At < 0.8 is applied to 
the proton candidates. 
4.7 EXCLUSIVE CHANNEL SELECTION 
It is possible to analyze single and double spin asymmetries for two possible 
channels, n(e,e'7t~)p, which has more statistics but more background, and d(e,e'7t~p)p, 
which is a sub-set of the n(e,e'7t~)p channel, has a cleaner background but less statistics. 
In the first channel, we assume that the neutron is at rest in the deuteron and that the 
proton in the deuteron is a spectator (also at rest). 
4.7.1 The n(e,e'7t~)p Channel 
The n(e,e'7i~)p channel is selected with the identification of an electron and pion 
as mentioned in the previous sections. In addition, the undetected proton is identified by 
using the missing mass technique. The missing mass for n(e,e'7t~)X events is defined 
using the conservation of energy and momentum, 
The Mx2 distribution is peaked at the mass of the proton, as shown in Fig. 32 top. A cut of 
0.88 GeV < Mx < 1 GeV is applied to select n(e,e'7f)p events. 
*t = {TDClime-STARTtime)~ (113) 
(114) 
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4.7.2 The d(e,e'ji'p)p Channel 
We can also study the d(e,e'jf p)p channel because there are three charged 
particles in the final state. Once the detected electron, pion and proton are identified, the 
missing mass for d(e,e'7t~p)X events can be calculated using conservation of energy and 
momentum 
M ] = ((£ + M„) - (£' + Er + Er))' - (F •- (f' + p,. + p J. (115) 
•J The Mx distribution is peaked at the mass of the proton as expected. Again a cut of 0.88 
GeV <MX< 1.0 GeV is applied to identify the second proton. Fig. 32 bottom shows this 
missing mass spectrum. 
4.8 BACKGROUND 
In order to calculate the asymmetry, the relative number of counts for electron 
scattering from the polarized deuteron in 15ND3 must be found. Scattering from un-
polarized target materials, such as the Nitrogen and Helium, dilutes the value of the 
asymmetry. This effect can be corrected for exclusive channels by comparing the missing 
mass spectrum for the ND3 target data to that for the 12C target data. The ND3 missing 
mass spectrum has a sharp proton peak. The broader background underneath the peak 
comes from the contribution of 15N and other target materials (e.g. foils). A correction 
factor is applied to normalize the l2C to the l5N before subtraction [83]. In order to 
normalize the carbon spectrum to the nitrogen in the ND3 spectrum, both the spectra were 
integrated in a range well below the proton peak, but in a region of good statistics. After 
the number of events were determined for ND3 and carbon in this region, a scale factor fa 
was calculated using 
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Nnd f b = (116) 
N » c  
The entire missing mass carbon spectrum is then multiplied by this scale factor to 
simulate the nitrogen. To determine the missing mass spectrum for the deuteron alone, 
the scaled carbon spectrum is subtracted from the ND3 spectrum shown in Fig. 32. The 
ND3/C scale factor was calculated for each target polarization and torus setting for each 
beam energy. This is needed because particle luminosities are different for different data 
sets. 
To further refine the background subtraction, the missing mass spectrum was 
plotted in each invariant mass (W) bin, as shown in Figs. 34 and 35, since the missing 
mass spectra change the most rapidly as a function of W, as well as to check for the 
clarity of the proton peak and look for oversubtraction in each bin. In this method the low 
missing mass region was chosen for each individual W bin to eliminate over subtraction. 
The n(e,e'7i~)p channel was chosen for the 12C to 15N scale factor due to higher statistics. 
The d(e,e'7t~p)p channels used the same scale factor. 
The error associated with background subtraction has two parts. The first is a 
19 
statistical error from the C data. This error has been propagated into the statistical error 
for each asymmetry. The second error is a systematic error arising from the ratio of 12C to 
15N. This error will be discussed along with other systematic errors in Chapter 5. 
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FIG. 32 The missing mass spectrum for ND3 (top line) carbon (middle line) and 
the deuteron (bottom line) from the n(e,e'rc~)p (top) and the d(e,e'7t~p)p (bottom) channels 
for 1.6 GeV beam energy. The short thick lines show the low missing mass region of 0.73 
< MM < 0.83 used to determine the 12C to 15N scale factor. The thin lines show the 
missing mass cut of 0.88 < MM <1.0 for event selection. 
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4.9 PION CONTAMINATION 
One more correction would account for a small number of negatively charged 
pions being mistaken for electrons. The number of photoelectrons in the Cerenkov 
counter (see Fig. 28) shows a large peak at less than two photoelectrons which is most 
likely 7t" misidentified as electrons. The selection of events for which the number of 
photoelectrons is greater than 2 greatly reduces the pion contamination, but does not 
eliminate the misidentified pions. For an inclusive analysis in which only the scattered 
electron is detected, further corrections are necessary to correct for those pions. However, 
due to the strict kinematic cuts required to identify the exclusive channel, pion 
contamination is even further reduced and would have a neglegable contribution to our 
asymmetries. To verify this we adjusted our electron selection criteria to include 
primarily pions, rather than electrons, and performed the analysis as before. Fig. 33 
shows the resulting missing mass distribution as the red curve compared to the original 
distribution in black. Clearly misidentified pions will not contribute to events selected 
with the missing mass cut. 
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FIG. 33 Missing mass spectrum for n(e,e'7t~)p using standard electron cuts (dark 
line) and using "pion" events (light line) top. The bottom plot is zoomed in to show the 
missing mass events using the pion selection. 
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FIG. 34 The missing mass spectmm for ND3 (top line) carbon (middle line) and 
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FIG. 35 The missing mass spectrum for ND3 (top line) carbon (middle line) and 
the deuteron (bottom line) for 1.6 GeV beam energy in each invariant mass bin using the 
n(e,e'7t~)X channel. 
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4.10 BEAM AND TARGET POLARIZATION (PBPT) 
In an ideal case, single and double spin asymmetry measurements would be made 
with a 100% polarized electron beam and a 100% polarized ND3 target, as discussed in 
section 2.6. In reality the electron beam is about 70% polarized, as measured by the 
M0ller polarimeter, and the nd3 target has polarizations ranging from 25% to 30%. 
The target polarization is measured using the NMR technique, although, due to the de­
polarization of the center of the target cell from the effects of the beam, the polarization 
measurement for the target is not as accurate as the beam measurement. Therefore, we 
use the data to extract the product of beam and target polarization, which is used to 
correct the measured double spin asymmetry 
 ^ p p ^measured' (117) 
B T 
While the single target spin asymmetry is corrected using only the target polarization 
A Ameasured * (118) 
"T 
Since the beam and target polarization (PBPT ) is one of the main sources of systematic 
error, a precise measurement is needed. 
The product of beam and target polarization (PBPT ) can be determined by 
analyzing the quasielastic asymmetry for inclusive D(e,e') events or for exclusive D(e,e'p) 
events and dividing by the theoretical elastic asymmetry on the nucleon, calculated using 
the Sachs form factors GE and GM. [84] The measured asymmetry is given by 
A, = °x'2 ~<7j/2 t (119) 
<7 in + <J3/2 
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and 
A2 = ^ 
<J u2 + <t3/2 (120) 
where <r1/2 and cr3/2 are the cross sections for producing a spin-1/2 or spin-3/2 hadronic 
state following the absorption of the virtual photon by the nucleon, aLT is the 
interference cross section term. The theoretical elastic asymmetry for the nucleon is given 
by 
_ cos 6* Vl -E 2  A X  + sin 9* y]2f(l - E)A 2  
= Gl G|(G2) 
y ' a l W )  
(121) 
where 0* is the polar angle between the target spin direction and the virtual photon 
direction. AJ and AJ are the virtual photon asymmetries and GE and GM are the electric 
and magnetic form factors. For elastic scattering these values are given by: 
A, = 1 and A2 = Q
2 (G E {Q 2 ) '  
1  V 2  [G M (Q 2 L (122) 
GE and GM are parameterized by [85]. 
o£(e2)= 1 
L + P2G +P*Q + P 6Q + -P12Q 
GM(Q 2 )=  
(123) 
1 +P 2Q + P AQ + P 6Q +--P I 2Q 12 
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Table 8 Fit parameters for the Rosenbluth Form Factors GE and GM [85]. 
Parameter Ge Gm 
Pi 3.226 3.19 
P4 1.508 1.355 
P6 -0.3773 0.151 
P% 0.611 -0.0114 
P i o  0.1853 5.33X10"4 
P \ 2  0.01596 -9.00x10"° 
Since the target material is a deuteron, not a nucleon, the theoretical quasi-elastic 
asymmetry for d(e,e') was calculated by taking the average for the proton and neutron, 
weighted by their cross sections 
A 
theory 





v 2 , 
while for d(e,e'p)n, Ap is used where cod ~ 0.05 ± 0.02 which is the probability of finding 
the deuteron in the D state [86]. The product of beam and target polarization can then be 
extracted using 
PhPt = A~ed ; (125) 
^theory 
after correcting for dilution. 
In the following sections the criteria for determining good elastic events is described. 
4 . 1 0 . 1  E x c l u s i v e  PBPT 
When considering quasi elastic ep scattering, one can also require the detection of 
the scattered proton to isolate events from the proton in the deuteron. This has the 
advantage of reducing the contributions of the unpolarized target material [87] and one 
can ignore (to first order) contributions from the polarized neutron in the deuteron. 
Again, the scattered electron is identified using standard electron cuts. The proton is 
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identified by placing a cut of -0.8 ps < dt < 0.8 ps on the time difference between the 
event start time and time calculated from the path length measured from the drift 
chambers (Equation 113). Further kinematic restrictions are needed to isolate quasi 
elastic ep events [88]. These kinematic variables exploit 4-momentum conservation and 
are placed on the proton depending on the kinematics of the electron to identify e-p 
events. The energy E'e of the elastically scattered electrons is calculated by setting the 
invariant mass W equal to the mass of the proton M. 
(126) 
where 6e is the polar electron scattering angle. 
Using conservation of energy, 
Ebeam + M - E'e + E'p , (127) 
and solving for the scattered proton energy, 
Ep ~ Ebeam + ^  p (128) 
where Ebeam is the beam energy. Setting sin 2{^ e/i j = \^ ~ cos^ e)) > energy of the 
proton becomes, 
(129) 
Using E = Vp2+M2 ^the 
missing energy of the proton becomes 
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AE = Ebeam+M ME, beam 
M + Ebeam | 1 z/p 
• 4 K + M l  . (130) 
With a constraint on the polar angle of dp less than 49° and using the conservation of 
momentum on the z axis, 
Ebeam = K COS 0e + Pp COS 9p (131) 
gives 
cos1 (»,)=• 'beam E'e cos{0e) 
H + M l  
(132) 
The missing polar angle becomes 
Ebeam ~ (Eheam + M p ~ E'p )cOS 0£ A0 = cos" 
4 e I - M 
•cos 
r p \ 
V 
\ p p  J  
(133) 
For an e-p event to be elastic, AE and A6 should be close to zero. Momentum in the <j) 
plane is also conserved. Since the initial momentum is entirely in the z direction, the 
particles should scatter back to back with opposite azimuthal angle <|>. The difference in 
this angle is defined by 
&<f> = \<PP -<t>e| = tan" 
f p \ 
yp 
P v v y 
tan" 
fP N \e 
P V a / 
(134) 
Fig. 36 shows the difference in the out of plane angle <|> for the electron and proton, which 
should peak around 180°. Figs. 37 and 38 show the missing energy and missing 
transverse momentum without any cuts and with cut of 177° < A(j> < 183° and 0.88 GeV < 
W< 1.02 GeV applied. 
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1 e-p events for ND3 Target pol. + I 
4000 
3800 



















180 170 180 
dphi 
190 200 210 
FIG. 36 A(/> for nd3 (top line), carbon (wide center line) and the deuteron 
(narrow peak). A cut is applied from 177° < A<p< 183°. The wings of the zl^plot are used 
for the 1 C to 15N scale factor for background subtraction. 
FIG. 37 Missing energy plots AE without cuts (top), with a cut on A(f) applied 
(middle) and cuts on A<p and W in the elastic region applied (bottom). 
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w 
M Q • 
FIG. 38 Missing transverse momentum Pzp without cuts (top), with a cut on A(j) 
applied (middle) and cuts on A(j) and W in the elastic region applied (bottom). 
Table 9 Proton identification. 
P S3 GeV P > 3 GeV 
EC,ot/p >0.15 EC,ot/p > 0.2 
-2.0 < At < 2.0 -2.0 < At < 2.0 
Since the e-p events of interest are elastic, there should be an azimuthal angle of 180 
degrees in the lab frame. This angle Atpis plotted for nd3 and carbon and the low and 
high ()> regions are used to scale the carbon to the nitrogen background used for 
background subtraction, refer to Fig. 36. Table 9 shows the cuts applied for proton 
identification and Table 10 shows elastic event cuts. Events are collected for each helicity 
state to calculate the measured elastic asymmetry. Again, PBPT is extracted by comparing 
the measured elastic asymmetry to the theoretical elastic asymmetry for the proton in 
I l l  
each (f bin, as shown in Fig. 39. ; ' - - -
Table 10 Cuts to ensure elastic events. 
en < 49° • 
-2.0°<Ae<2° 
-0.08 GeV < AE < 0.08 GeV 
177° < A<t> < 183 
0.9 GeV < W < 1.0 GeV 







FIG. 39 Exclusive PBPT for the 2.5 GeV outbending data set. 
Exclusive PbPt for 2.562 GeV 
• pos tar pol = 0.302 (+/-) 0.036 
• neg tar pol = -0.211 (+/-) 0.026 
0.8 1.2 




For this analysis, the exclusive method for extracting beam and target polarization was 
chosen. The values of PBPT along with their uncertainties are shown in Table 11. 
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Table 11 Extracted values of PBPT for deuteron runs in the EGlb data. The 
beam energy is labeled according to inbending torus configuration (+) or 
outbending torus configuration (—). These values are determined using exclusive 
events. 
Beam Energy (GeV) + Target Polarization -Target Polarization 
1.6+ 0.240±0.012 -0.180±0.013 
1.7- 0.175±0.037 -0.251 ±0.038 
2.5+ 0.232±0.020 -0.193±0.019 
2.5- 0.282±0.034 -0.216±0.032 
4.2+ 0.222±0.034 -0.147±0.035 
4.2- 0.166±0.026 -0.211 ±0.047 
Once the value of beam and target polarization is determined, the value of target 
polarization can be extracted. This can be done by dividing the PBPT by PB which is 
measured using the M0ller polarimeter. The target polarization PT is used to determine 
the target spin asymmetry. 
Having determined the correction for beam and target polarization and 
background, asymmetries can now be analyzed. There are a few small corrections to 
asymmetries such as radiative corrections and acceptance effects which will be discussed 





In the previous chapter the final state particle identification, the method for 
selecting good events for both the n(e,e'7f)p and d(e,e'7i~p)p channels, and determination 
of the product of beam and target polarization were described. Here we discuss the 
method for determining asymmetries from our data as well as the systematic uncertainties 
on these results. All of the energy settings from EG lb runs have been analyzed 
separately. 
5.2 ASYMMETRIES 
The polarized-dependent cross section for n~ electro-production has the form 
a = cr0 + PBcre + Prcr, -PBProet, (135) 
where Go is the un-polarized cross section, oe is the polarized beam dependent cross 
section, <Jt is the polarized target dependent cross section and aet is the double 
polarization (beam and target dependent) cross section. PB and PT are the beam and 
target polarizations, respectively. The minus sign on the last term is chosen so that the 
double spin asymmetry is consistant with that used in inclusive analysis. 
The events collected for each helicity state are Nb, where b indicates the beam and 
t indicates the target. A "+" or is used to indicate positive or negative polarization 
for the beam or target. For example AL+ is the number of counts for negative beam and 
positive target polarizations. 
The eg lb data were taken with four different helicity configurations, with the 
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electron and target spins alternating between positive and negative helicities. The electron 
helicity was reversed every 0.03 seconds. The electron polarization value is independent 
of the helicity state, which means that the absolute value of the polarization can be treated 
as being the same, with PB+ ~ PB• The target polarization was reversed only once or 
twice for each data set and can have a large helicity dependence. The absolute values of 
target polarization are PJ+ and PF. It is convenient to express both beam helicities and 






The number of events that were detected for each beam and target helicity state is 
proportional to the cross section for that state. For example 
<7°c Nbl , (138) 
FCbtL, 
where Lt takes the target thickness into account. Usually the target thickness cancels in 
the ratio when calculating the asymmetry. However, while taking the 2.5 GeV 
outbending data, the target started leaking target material, which led to a different target 
thickness for positive and negative polarizations. The target spin asymmetry is 
particularly sensitive to this ratio. 
For each helicity state, the number of events can be written explicitly in terms of 
the individual cross section terms: 
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N„ ~ LtFc„(A0 + p;O, + p;A, - P;P;<T„ ) 
J 
N+_ oc L_ FC+_ (<r0 + p;ae - p-a, + PB+ PT~aet), 
N_+ - L+ FC_+ (<70 - P~ae + P;at + PB PT+ aet), 





Using these four equations, the four cross sections in brackets can be determined as a 
function of the number of events for each helicity state [89]. First we define Pg - a , 





[<r0 + a(Te + ctj, - acael ], 
°c [<j0 +acre - d(Tt + adael], 






Then we define a coefficient matrix M, such that 
M = 
1 a c —ac 
1 a —d ad 
1 - b c be 
1 -b -d -bd 
(147) 














a c -ac 
a -d ad 
- b e  b e  
-b -d -bd 















ME  = 
N: 







— d ad 
c be 
-d -bd 
l a c  
1 a -d 
1 — b c 
1 -b -d 









To get the unpolarized cross section <70, we find|Mo|, 
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\7 
\M0\ = —1±- [a(- bed + bcd)+d(b2d + b2c)+ ad{bd + be)] 
L, 
'+ 
= [db(b + a)(d + c)] 
L, 
(153) 
For each helicity state, the counts have to be normalized to the luminosity for that state. 
Since the absolute luminosity will be canceled in the asymmetry, only the relative 
luminosities for the different helicity states are required. These are determined by 
measuring the accumulated beam charge for each helicity state by means of a scalar 




*  ^ + +  
FC__ 
(157) 
| {a+b\c+d)\bdN^ cbf2N+_ adfxN_ acf3N_ 
\Mn\ = 1 ! 1 
' 
1 Fd _ L+ L L+ L 
(158) 
Taking the ratio 1 
(159) 
Using the same method, the target spin asymmetry aT is 
a(b + a\c + d) 1 ( N „ +  f s N _ _ )  .  (160) 
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Since the asymmetry is the ratio of the polarized cross section, in this case, the polarized 
target cross section, to the unpolarized cross section, we can write the asymmetry 
A 
+ f , N _  + f 3 N _  _ )  
Multiplying the numerator and denominator by L+/d 
A t -  HJL = 




Substituting back the definition of c and d and defining target thickness Rr = , the 
target spin asymmetry can be written 
Or 1 AT = — 
C o  P T ( N ^ + W j + R r R A h N ^ + f i N j  
Likewise, the beam spin and double spin asymmetries are 
ac A r =  £  1 («„ -f,N_t)+RBRTRr(f2Nt_ -f,N_.) 
<r, r; (W„ + /1W.J+«rfi,(/2/Vt. + /JW„) ' 
ET 
P ET _  1  ( / , -  N + + )  +  R B R r ( f 2 N + _  -  f , N _ )  




Since the target is made up of frozen deuterated ammonia beads (nd3), the 
nitrogen background has to be taken into account as mentioned in section 4.8. This is 
done by subtracting the Carbon from the counts in the denominator using a scalefactor 
ND: ND: S+ = 3~, and S' = L 
(166) 
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where NDj+ , ND/ and C are the number of events in the low missing mass region. We 
introduce new scale factors to account for the FC normalization 
/.'= Fa 
FC_ + FC 
-, and /2'3 
FC 
FC+_ + FC_ (167) 
and the asymmetries become, 
^ET ~ P ; P ;  ( N „  + /,N_ -Si/;NC )+RTRk+ f,N__ - S-CK,NC) 
±_ ( N „  + f , N ^ )-(/2iV,_ + f , N _ _ )  
PT + f , N _ t - S i f ; N c ) + R r ( N , _  + N _ _ - S - c f i , N c ) '  




£  P i  ( N „  + f t N _ - S * / ; N c ) + R T R s { f 2 N t _  + f , N _ - S - c f ^ N c \  
where Nc is the number of counts in carbon with the same kinematic cuts. 




' 3 4  v  Sii + a4 
v 
<Wi + <svi + 
f dA V 
y d N _ ,  
f V 
<5V2 + dA 
y d N C J  
ml 
(171) 
where SN = -J~N. Since the asymmetry is a ratio, it is useful to work with the numerator 
U and  denomina to r  V sepa ra t e ly .  Fo r  example ,  fo r  AET 
U  =  { f l N _ +  - N + + ) + R B R r { f 2 N + _  - f 3 N _ )  ( 1 7 2 )  
v = + + f , N _  - S c / b X )  
and the partial derivative of the asymmetry is then calculated 
V d U - U d V  




The partial derivatives with respect to U and V are, 
dU 
and 
= -1, W  = / , .  4 r - =  4 r - =  -r—— = o 
dN 3AT dN d N ,  
lwL = P>F^w~ = P'Prf" ^r=««7U,. 
^- = P,PTRrR,f,, ^ 
a v  B  r  r  r - / 3 '  a v  
av 
-Vr Sc/. ^ c f l i  
With N' = /?V the partial derivative with respect to the asymmetry is given by 
aw -(AC+fC -sn^rMk.+AC -K.)-ivW- -ft) 
ay it +K -ZK)+RA{K+tf- -SffMt -rQ-Wtiit-Ki 
^ %dK.+^-%Nc)+M(>t+N--V 
a w  w i f c , + M  - £ 4 ) 1 - w i t  - t H  - A Q I  
av 








Plugging these terms back into Equation 171, gives the total statistical error on the 
asymmetry measurement. 
5.2.1 Binning 
The asymmetries and the statistical uncertainties are extracted in four dimensional 
kinematic bins of W, Q2 cos(f and <p*. Figs. 40 and 41 show the kinematic acceptance. 
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The binning was made up of 23 bins in W (90 MeV each), 10 cos#* bins, 15 (24°) <p* bins 
and 8 Q2 bins. Tables 12 through 15 list the kinematic bins for this analysis. These bins 
are combined standard bins for the EG lb data set. The range is set to cover the kinematic 
regions for each of the beam energies ranging from 1.6 GeV to 4.2 GeV. The asymmetry 
in any given bin is independent of the acceptance in that bin, as long as the acceptance 
does not change drastically over the width of that bin. Because of this, the asymmetry can 
be determined without the need for any model of detector acceptance. For this reason 
small bins were used. 
5.2.2 Combining Asymmetries 
AE , AT , and AEJ were measured for n(e,e'rt")p, where we assume the neutron is at 
rest, and d(e,e'7i~p)p, in which we detect both a 7t~ and proton in the final state. The 
n(e,e'7t")p channel includes only events that are not included in the d(e,e'7t"p)p event 
sample. Missing mass cuts are applied in both cases as described in Chapter 4. The 
d(e,e'7t~p)p channel is fully exclusive and should have less background while the 
n(e,e'rc)p channel has greater statistics. However, this channel has a larger background 
contribution and may include some higher resonance tail within the missing mass 
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FIG. 40 Region of acceptance for W (top left), Q2 (top right) and a 2-D 




FIG. 41 Region of acceptance for cos#* (top left), 0* (top right) and a 2-D 
distribution of cos#* vs (j) (bottom) for 4.2 GeV data. 
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Table 12 Kinematic binning for the invariant mass W 
W minimum W maximum (GeV) Nominal Bin Center (GeV) 
(GeV) 
0.92 1.01 0.965 
1.01 1.10 1.055 
1.10 1.19 1.145 
1.19 1.28 1.235 
1.28 1.37 1.325 
1.37 1.46 1.415 
1.46 1.55 1.505 
1.55 1.64 1.595 
1.64 1.73 1.685 
1.73 1.82 1.775 
1.82 1.91 1.865 
1.91 2.00 1.955 
2.00 2.09 2.045 
2.09 2.18 2.135 
2.18 2.27 2.225 
2.27 2.36 2.315 
2.36 2.45 2.405 
2.45 2.54 2.495 
2.54 2.63 2.585 
2.63 2.72 2.675 
2.72 2.81 2.765 
2.81 2.90 2.855 
Table 13 Kinematic binning for the square of the momentum transfer 
Q2 minimum (GeV)2 Q2 maximum (GeV)2 Nominal Bin Center (GeV)2 
0.0 0.0452 0.023 
0.0452 0.0919 0.07 
0.0919 0.187 0.14 
0.187 0.379 0.28 
0.379 0.770 0.57 
0.770 1.56 1.17 
1.56 3.17 2.37 
3.17 10.97 7.1 
Table 14 Kinematic binning for ^ 
<j> minimum (deg) <$ maximum (deg) Nominal Bin Center (deg) 
0 24 12 
24 48 36 
48 72 60 
72 96 84 
96 120 108 
120 144 132 
144 168 156 
168 192 180 
192 216 204 
216 240 228 
240 264 252 
264 288 276 
288 312 300 
312 336 324 
336 360 348 
Table 15 Kinematic binning for cos(^) 
cos(^) minimum cos(^) maximum Nominal Bin Center 
-1.0 -0.8 -0.9 
-0.8 -0.6 -0.7 
-0.6 -0.4 -0.5 
-0.4 -0.2 -0.3 
-0.2 0.0 -0.1 
0.0 0.2 0.1 
0.2 0.4 0.3 
0.4 0.6 0.5 
0.6 0.8 0.7 
0.8 1.0 0.9 
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selection (refer to Figs. 34 and 35). A T- test was performed for asymmetries from both 
channels to see if the two channels are consistent 
T
-
=w^r- (,82) 71 Jl p 
The T-test is performed only for bins in which we have a result for both cases. Fig. 42 
shows the T-test on Ae, and At for the 1.6 GeV data. There is a small 3-5% difference, 
which is well within the statistical uncertainty on the asymmetries, showing that the two 
channels are consistent. Figs. 43 through 47 show the T-test for all other energy data sets. 
The largest difference between the two channels is found in the 2.5 GeV data (negative 
target polarization), which showed an 8% effect. Because the asymmetries from the two 
channels are consistent, they were combined together, weighted by their uncertainties. 
This was done by using an error weighted sum, which takes into account quality of each 
individual asymmetry, 





where A, are the asymmetries to be summed, and <54, are the statistical uncertainties for 
that bin. The asymmetries were then checked for consistency across torus polarization, 
again using the T-test in Equation 182. These T-tests show small differences as shown in 
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Figs. 48 through 50. The asymmetries for the inbending and outbending torus 
polarization were then combined using Equation 183. The final measured asymmetries 


























FIG. 42 T-test comparison for n(e,e'rc )p and d(e,e'7t p)p for Aet (top) and A, 

























FIG. 43 T-test comparison for n(e,e'rc )p and d(e,e'rc p)p for Aet (top) and A, 



























FIG. 44 T-test comparison for n(e,e'7t~)p and d(e,e'7t p)p for Ae, (top) and A, 






















FIG. 45 T-test comparison for n(e,e'7i~)p and d(e,e'7t p)p for Ae, (top) and A, 














FIG. 46 T-test comparison for n(e,e'jt )p and d(e,e'7t p)p for Ae, (top) and A, 



























FIG. 47 T-test comparison for n(e,e'7i )p and d(e,e'rc p)p for Ae, (top) and A, 
(bottom) for 4.2 GeV negative torus polarization data. 
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i i m i I i n i i 3 4 5 
• Standard 1.6* 
• Standard 1.7-
4-
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W 
X X X X J. 
FIG. 48 T-test comparison of inbending 1.6 GeV data to outbending 1.7 GeV 
data (top) and a comparison of Aet as a function of W integrated over Q2, cos(6?*), and (j) 
for each case (bottom). The red circles are inbending data and the blue squares are 
outbending data. Only bins that are in both contribute to both plots. 
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FIG. 49 T-test comparison of inbending 2.5 GeV data to outbending 2.5 GeV 
data (top) and a comparison of Aet as a function of W integrated over Q2, cos(&*), and 0* 
for each case (bottom). The red circles are inbending data and the blue squares are 
outbending data. Only bins that are in both contribute to both plots. 
• Standard 2.5 


























2.2 2.4 1.2 1.6 1.8 2 1.4 
W 
FIG. 50 T-test comparison of inbending 4.2 GeV data to outbending 4.2 GeV 
data (top) and a comparison of Aet as a function of Wintegrated over Q2, cos(&*), and <p* 
for each case (bottom). The red circles are inbending data and the blue squares are 
outbending data. Only bins that are in both contribute to both plots. 
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5.2.3 Determing the Ratio of Target Thickness Rr 
To extract the single and double spin asymmetries, the ratio of target thicknesses 
for positive and negative target polarization is required (see Equations 168 - 170). The 
target spin asymmetry is particularly sensitive to this ratio. The target thickness ratio was 
determined from the Faraday Cup normalized inclusive electron events for positive and 
negative polarization data: 
ND+ 
(185) 
with the charged normalized counts for each target type. 
5.3 THE BEAM SPIN ASYMMETRY 
Although the main focus of this analysis is to determine the target spin and double 
spin asymmetries, the beam spin asymmetry was extracted as well. Because there is no 
requirement for any target polarization, even the unpolarized nuclear targets (15N, l4He, 
foils) will contribute to the beam spin asymmetry. Therefore our extracted result is not 
attributable solely to the deuteron. Therefore a detailed analysis of Ae has not been done, 
but the beam spin asymmetry was extracted as an analysis check. As shown in Equation 
27 the differential cross-section <je is dependent on a single response function Rir which 
has a sin(0*) dependence, so the measured beam spin asymmetry should have this simple 
sin(0*) dependence. Fig. 51 shows a plot of Ae as a function of (j) which shows this 
sin(0*) dependence; the shape of the distribution agrees well with MAID, although MAID 
underpredicts the size of the asymmetry. When integrated over 0*, Ae as a function W 
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FIG. 51 AE as a function of <f showing the expected sin(0>*) dependence for the 




FIG. 52 AE as a function of W integrated over Q2, cos(8*) and (f for the 1.6 GeV 
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5.4 THE TARGET SPIN ASYMMETRY 
The target spin asymmetry was extracted using Equation 169 in the four 
dimensional kinematic bins of W, Q2, cos 8*, and <p*. The target spin asymmetry has a 
more complex combination of response functions with different angular distributions. 
Like AE, AT has an anti-symmetric distribution in <F), and when integrated over </>*, AT as a 
function of the other three kinematic variables should average to zero. Fig. 53 shows AT 
as a function of <f integrated over Q2 and cos#* for three regions of W. The asymmetries 
show an odd function of sin(0*) and reasonable agreement with MAID. When integrated 
over <j>, AT as a function of W averages to zero. Finally, AT as a function of (j) for five 
cos(#*) bins in three regions of W are shown in Figs. 54 - 56. Each plot represents an 
average over two cos(0*) bins using Equation 183. The asymmetries are roughly 
consistent with the MAID model in the second and third resonance region. However, in 
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FIG. 53 AT as a function of (f integrated over Q1, cos#*, and for W in the delta 
























FIG. 54 At as a function of <j) for five cos#* bins in the delta region, 1.01 GeV < 













FIG. 55 At as a function of (f) for five cos#* bins in the Su region, 1.37 GeV < W 














FIG. 56 At as a function of (j> for five cos#* bins at high W, 1.64 GeV <W< 
1.73 GeV for 1.6 GeV data. 
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5.5 THE DOUBLE SPIN ASYMMETRY 
The double spin asymmetry was extracted in each of the four dimensional 
kinematic bins of W, Q2 cos 6* and using Equation 168. The double spin asymmetry 
has an even more complex combination of response functions with different angular 
distributions than the target spin asymmetry. Unike AE, and AT, which have an anti-
symmetric distribution in <J>, AET has a symmetric distribution in (p ; when integrated over 
<j), AET as a function of the other three kinematic variables is non-zero. Fig. 57 shows the 
structure of Aet as a function of W for all three beam energies when integrated over the 
other three kinematic variables. Figs. 58 through 60 show AET as a function of W for 
increasing Q1 for each energy. Clearly the MAID model agrees best with the data at low 
W, which is not surprising because multi-pion channels open up at high W that MAID 
does not include in its prediction. Figs. 61-69 show AET as a function of <p* for five 
cos(#*) bins (each one averaged over two bins) and two Q2 bins for each of the three 
resonance regions. There is good agreement with MAID in the delta region, even at 
forward angles, but in the Sii region there are significant discrepancies in the bins which 
have sufficient statistical precision to do a comparison. In most kinematic regions, there 




















1 2  i.e 1.4 2.2 1 a 
FIG. 57 Aet as a function of W integrated over <f, cos 6^, and Q* for 1.6 GeV 
(top), 2.5 GeV (middle) and 4.2 GeV (bottom). The MAID model, shown in the solid 
line, is valid up to 2 GeV. 
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FIG. 58 AET as a function of W for three Q2 bins integrated over cos#* and <p* for 
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FIG. 59 Aet as a function of W for three Q2 bins integrated over cos#* and 
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FIG. 60 Aet as a function of W for three Q2 bins integrated over cos#* and 0* for 
the 4.2 GeV data. 
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-1.0< cos©* <-0.6 
0.2 < COS 0 < 0.6 
0.6 < COS 0* < 1.0 
FIG. 61 Aet as a function of (j) for five cos#* bins in two Q1 bins, 0.09 < Q2 < 
0.19 (left) and 0.19 < e2 < 0.38 (right), in the delta region 1.01 <W<\31 GeVfor 1.6 
GeV data. 
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-1.0 < cos 8* <-0.6 
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l 3 1 3 T 5 1 T 
FIG. 62 AEJ as a function of (j) for five cos#* bins in two Q2 bins, 0.09 < Q2 < 
0.19 (left) and 0.19 KQ2 < 0.38 (right), in the Sn region 1.37 < W< 1.55 GeV for 1.6 
GeV data. 
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FIG. 63 Aet as a function of (j) for five cos#* bins in two Q2 bins, 0.09 <(f < 
0.19 (left) and 0.19 < <£ < 0.38 (right), in the high W region 1.64 < W< 1.82 GeVfor 1.6 
GeV data. 
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FIG. 64 Aet as a function of (j) for five cos#* bins in two Q2 bins, 0.19 <Q2 < 
0.38 (left) and 0.38 < Q2 < 0.77 (right), in the delta region 1.01 < W< 1.37 GeVfor 2.5 
GeV data. 
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FIG. 65 Aet as a function of (j) for five cos0* bins in two Q2 bins, 0.19 < Q2 < 
0.38 (left) and 0.38 <Q?< 0.77 (right), in the Su region 1.37 < W< 1.55 GeVfor 2.5 
GeV data. 
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FIG. 66 ACT as a function of (j> for five cos#* bins in two ^ bins, 0.19 < Q2 < 
0.38 (left) and 0.38 < g2 < 0.77 (right), in the high W region 1.64 < W< 2.0 GeVfor 2.5 
GeV data. 
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GeV data. 
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5.6 CORRECTIONS TO ASYMMETRIES 
In Chapter 4 the procedure for subtracting the nitrogen background was described 
in detail as well as the determination of pion contamination and beam and target 
polarization. Here we describe two additional issues that might affect our asymmetries. 
5.6.1 Acceptance Correction 
In calculating cross sections it is important to know the acceptance of CLAS. 
Because the asymmetry is a ratio of cross sections, the acceptance ideally cancels out in 
the ratio. However, because the <j) dependence of the numerator and denominator in the 
asymmetry are different, gaps in the (j) coverage can affect the asymmetry. In principle 
this effect is negligible for small bins as long as the acceptance does not change 
dramatically over that bin. The asymmetries presented here are extracted in small 
kinematic bins to minimize this acceptance effect. 
5.6.2 Radiative Corrections 
In electron scattering, it is possible for the electron to radiate a real photon before 
or immediately after it exchanges a virtual photon with the nucleon. This will result in a 
beam or scattered electron energy that is different from its measured value for that 
scattering event. This is important for cross section measurements, but is reduced in 
asymmetry measurements due to a partial cancellation in the ratio. Radiative effects are 
predicted to be extremely small due to the tight constraints on the missing mass cuts in 
this analysis. These missing mass cuts restrict the allowed phase space for emitted 
photons. In a previous it+ electro-production analysis, asymmetries were calculated using 
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the MAID prediction with and without radiative effects [27]. These calculations showed 
negligible changes to the asymmetry measurement. 
5.7 SYSTEMATIC UNCERTANTY 
We have identified several aspects of the analysis that might be a source of 
systematic uncertainty. An investigation of these issues is presented in the following 
sections. 
5.7.1 Subtraction of the Nitrogen Background 
The subtraction of the non-deuteron background events was described in section 
4.8. We use carbon to model the nitrogen and use the invariant mass below the quasi 
elastic peak to normalize the carbon to the ND3. The statistical uncertainty on this ratio is 
OB- The systematic uncertainty on the background subtraction is determined by increasing 
the ND3/C ratio by 0.5 OB and redoing the asymmetry calculation. The standard 
asymmetry was calculated for the first half of the data set and the systematic asymmetry 
with the increased ND3/C ratio, was calculated for the 2nd half of the data set. The results 
were compared using a T-test. The mean shift is listed in Tables 16-18 for each data set. 
5.7.2 Detector Acceptance 
A comparison of inbending and outbending data for a given beam energy was 
made using kinematic bins that had results from both data sets. This test was done since 
the acceptance for the positive torus current is slightly different than the acceptance for 
negative torus current, which has acceptance at lower Q2. The T-test distribution are 
shown for AET in Figs. 46-48. The only data set that shows a significant shift between 
inbending and outbending results is 2.5 GeV for the target spin asymmetry. The mean 
shifts are listed in Tables 16 - 18. 
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Another method of checking the systematic uncertainty due to detector efficiency 
or acceptance is to do an analysis on different regions of the detector. For this analysis we 
compare the asymmetry extracted using sectors 1,2, and 3 to the asymmetry extracted 
using sectors 4,5, and 6. The T-tests show negligible shifts for all but 2.5 GeV AT. A 
final check on the acceptance effect was done by comparing the asymmetry measured 
using a fiducial cut (see Chapter 4), to select the efficient region of the detector compared 
to the asymmetry using no fiducial cut. Since these differences were significant for 
several data sets, we applied fiducial cuts to all data as part of the standard analysis. 
5.7.3 Event Selection 
The most crucial cut for our event selection is the requirement that the missing 
mass in the reaction be that of a proton (see section 4.7). We studied this cut by 
comparing asymmetry results from the upper and lower half of the missing mass cut 
region, as shown in Fig. 70. The reason for varying the missing mass cut is to exclude 
other multi-particle final states which can have different asymmetries. If this cut is bad or 
in the wrong place it would change the asymmetry. Asymmetries were calculated using 
the lower missing mass cut and compared to the asymmetry calculated with the higher 
missing mass cuts using a T-test. Another check on event selection is to apply a narrow 
missing mass cut of 0.92 GeV < W < 0.96 GeV and compare it to the wings of the 
missing mass cut 0.88 GeV < W < 0.92 GeV and 0.96 GeV < W < 1.0 GeV (see Fig. 71). 
The results of the worst data set, again, for the systematic error on event selection is the 




An Asymmetry measurement for a particular beam energy involves the 
determination of PBPT from four data sets, positive and negative target polarizations as 
well as inbending and outbending. To evaluate the systematic uncertainty on the final 
asymmetry, we change the value of PBPT by one sigma for one of the four data sets and 
re-calculate the final asymmetry. The difference between the systematic and standard 
asymmetry for each of the four data sets is added in quadrature to the other relevant 
systematic uncertainties to produce a final systematic error for each 4-D bin. 
5.7.5 Summary of Systematic Uncertainties 
In general, if the mean shift in the T-test is less than ~ 2 sigma, we conclude that 
the systematic error from the source is negligible (see Tables 16-18). PBPT is the main 
source of systematic uncertainty for each data set. In addition the background subtraction 
is significant for AT for the 1.6 GeV data. We did not extract final target spin asymmetries 
for the 2.5 and 4.2 GeV data because of other systematic effects. For the 2.5 GeV data we 
know that we lost target material at one point, which causes the ratio RR to deviate from 1. 
To get the final systematic error, the asymmetry was calculated for each 
systematic effect and the difference from the standard asymmetry was calculated. Each 
difference was added in quadrature for a total systematic uncertainty. These values are 
calculated on a bin by bin basis. The mean uncertainty for the 1.6 GeV data was 0.2 and 
for the 2.5 and 4.2 GeV data the mean systematic uncertainty was of 0.04 and 0.07, 
respectively. 
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FIG. 70 Missing mass for the d(e,e'7t-p)X reaction. The black lines indicate the 
standard missing mass cut (0.88 GeV < MM < l.O). The red line divides the missing mass 
cut region into the lower missing mass cut (0.88 GeV < MM < 0.94 GeV) and the upper 
half of the missing mass cut (0.94 GeV < W < l.O GeV). 
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FIG. 71 Missing mass for the d(e,e'rc~p)X reaction. The blue lines indicate the 
standard missing mass cut (0.88 GeV < MM < l.O). The red lines show the narrow 
missing mass cut region (0.92 GeV < MM < 0.96 GeV) The systematic uncertainty is 
calculated by comparing the asymmetry calculated from the narrow missing mass region 
with the lower and upper missing mass wings (0.88 GeV < MM < 0.92 GeV and 0.96 
GeV < MM < l.O GeV). 
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Table 16 Mean of the T-test distribution and the expected statistical 
uncertainty for each systematic effect for 1.6 and 1.7 GeV data. 
Aet for 1.6 GeV inbending data 
Systematic Change T-test Mean l/ entries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.025 0.023 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending 0.037 0.022 
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4,5, and 6 0.038 0.021 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.026 0.023 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.037 0.033 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.048 0.022 
Aet for 1.7 GeV outbending data 
Systematic Change T-test Mean l/ entries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.019 0.019 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending (see above) - -
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4, 5, and 6 0.005 0.019 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.013 0.018 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.034 0.020 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.002 0.019 
At for 1.6 GeV inbending data 
Systematic Change T-test Mean V yj ^  entries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.137 0.023 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending 0.019 0.022 
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4, 5, and 6 0.030 0.021 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.134 0.023 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.044 0.033 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.006 0.022 
At for 1.7 GeV outbending data 
Systematic Change T-test Mean l/ entries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.117 0.019 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending (see above) - -
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4,5, and 6 0.001 0.019 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.111 0.018 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.001 0.020 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.017 0.019 
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Table 17 Mean of the T-test distribution and the expected statistical 
uncertainty for each systematic effect for 2.5 GeV data. 
Aet for 2.5 GeV inbending data 
Systematic Change T-test Mean 1j -\j ^ entries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.021 0.020 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending 0.022 0.020 
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4, 5, and 6 0.013 0.019 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.016 0.018 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.004 0.018 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.031 0.019 
Aet for 2.5 GeV outbending data 
Systematic Change T-test Mean l/ entries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.027 0.020 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending (see above) - -
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4, 5, and 6 0.020 0.017 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.021 0.018 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.004 0.018 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.0003 0.017 
At for 2.5 GeV inbending data 
Systematic Change T-test Mean l/ y]Nentries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.103 0.019 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending 0.176 0.019 
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4,5, and 6 0.005 0.019 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.063 0.018 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.069 0.019 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.012 0.019 
At for 2.5 GeV outbending data 
Systematic Change T-testMean l/ entries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.656 0.019 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending (see above) - -
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4, 5, and 6 0.099 0.017 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.653 0.018 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.216 0.018 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.050 0.017 
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Table 18 Mean of the T-test distribution and the expected statistical 
uncertainty for each systematic effect for 4.2 GeV data. 
Aet for 4.2 GeV inbending data 
Systematic Change T-testMean l/ entries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.007 0.026 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending 0.011 0.019 
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4,5, and 6 0.020 0.025 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.001 0.025 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.023 0.025 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.038 0.023 
Aet for 4.2 GeV outbending data 
Systematic Change T-testMean V entries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.005 0.015 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending (see above) - -
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4, 5, and 6 0.018 0.014 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.032 0.014 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.007 0.013 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.023 0.014 
At for 4.2 GeV inbending data 
Systematic Change T-test Mean V entries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.075 0.026 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending 0.010 0.019 
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4, 5, and 6 0.022 0.025 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.062 0.025 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.037 0.025 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.072 0.025 
At for 4.2 GeV outbending data 
Systematic Change T-test Mean V V Nentries 
Background change nd3/C by 0.5a 0.505 0.015 
1.6 inbending vs. 1.7 outbending (see above) - -
Sectors 1, 2, and 3 vs. Sectors 4, 5, and 6 0.012 0.014 
Fiducial cuts vs. no fiducial cuts 0.486 0.014 
Lower MM cut vs. upper MM cut 0.018 0.014 
Narrow MM cut vs. MM wings 0.062 0.014 
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CHAPTER 6 
OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this analysis was to gain an understanding of the double spin and 
single spin asymmetries Aet and A, for exclusive n~ electro-production. The data were 
collected in Hall B at Jefferson Lab during the EG1 run period using a polarized electron 
beam and a polarized ND3 target. The beam was polarized using a strained GaAs-cathode 
and the target was polarized at approximately IK in a 5 Tesla magnetic field using 
microwaves to increase polarization by Dynamic Nuclear Polarization. The final state 
particles were detected with the nearly 4it CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer or 
CLAS. 
The EG1 run period actually consisted of two different run periods, EG la and 
EG lb, also called EG2000. The results presented in chapter 5 were obtained using the 
later EGlb data at beam energies of 1.6, 1.7, 2.5 and 4.2 GeV with torus settings of 1500, 
-1500,2250 and -2250. The negative or outbending torus settings have an acceptance of 
lower Q2 than the positive torus settings. In addition to the nd3 target, a carbon target 
was inserted to subtract the background from the nd3 data. The asymmetries were 
analyzed for two reaction channels, n(e,e'7t~)P and d(e,e'rc~P)P. For the n(e,e'7i~)P 
channel, only the scattered electron and pion were detected, and we assumed that the 
target neutron was at rest. One advantage of n~ electro-production channel from the 
deuteron is that there are three charged particles in the final state, so that it was possible 
to identify d(e,e'7i~P)P events. In the n(e,e'7t~)P channel we only included events that did 
not pass the cuts for the d(e,e'7t~P)P channel, in order to have two completely separate 
data sets. Asymmetries for the two channels were compared using a T-test and were 
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shown to be compatible. The two channel asymmetries were combined using an error 
weighted sum and presented as final results. The asymmetries were compared to the 
MAID2007 model. 
The asymmetries are non-zero and show a reasonable agreement with MAID 
despite the fact that there was low deuteron polarization and low statistics. Since MAID 
is the result of a fit to existing data, the level of agreement implies that the results of this 
analysis are consistent with earlier experimental results. However, we do find kinematic 
regions in which the agreement is not good, particularly at high W and in some angular 
distributions. MAID agrees with the data at in the delta resonance region but 
underpredicts the data starting in the 2nd resonance region. Interestingly, both the Aet 
asymmetries and MAID are positive in the delta region where it was assumed to be 
negative as expected of a spin 3/2 resonance. Given our acceptance and the fact that we 
are investigating the n —» 7T~p channel, we suspect that the nonresonant terms dominate 
over the delta resonance production for our data. Ultimately these data present new 
polarization observables in approximately 4500 bins, which should be included in future 
fits and result in a better phenomenological model. 
In 2005, a new experiment was conducted in Hall B using much of the same 
equipment but with a modified Cerenkov detector in one sector of CLAS allowing for an 
improved detection of electrons at small polar angles [90]. This will increase the statistics 
and kinematic coverage, especially at the low Q2 region. After a scheduled upgrade of the 
CEBAF accelerator, another experiment is approved to run with a polarized target and 
polarized electron beam [91,92]. Data from that experiment will greatly increase the 
kinematic range for single and double spin asymmetries. 
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These results for the if p channel and their comparison with model predictions 
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CROSS SECTIONS IN TERMS OF HELICITY AMPLITUDES 
The unpolarized term depends on four of the eleven terms and is expressed [26] 
= °Y + £gl + eaTT cos 2^* + + e)<7LT cos <j> , (186) 
where oT is the unpolarized cross section for unpolarized transverse virtual photons, 
eaL is the cross section for longitudinal virtual photons. The Ojj term is for the cross 
section due to transverse linear polarization of the virtual photons and the last term 
describes the interference between the longitudinal and transverse components of the 
cross section. These four unpolarized cross section terms can be written in terms of the 
helicity amplitudes described in Equations ((26) - (29)): 
(7 j — 
\p*\w 1 
k y m N  2 
K + (187) 
°L = \PJW 
k r m N  (1^  + (188) 
(Ttt — 
\p*\w l 
k y m N  2 
(189) 
' LT = 2Re(h"h"' + h*hF_' ), k r m N  
(190) 
where pn is the pion momentum in the center of mass frame [26]. 
For a longitudenaly polarized electron beam and unpolarized nucleon target, the cross 
section gains a new term, 
P W f—7— / • • \ 
cr, = -he — y]2e{l-£)sin<f Imw"h N  + hi ), k r m N  
where he is the electron beam helicity. 
Following the notation of reference [26] we have 
<J, —{Px[—-yjlefa + e) sin 0* ImX, -£"sin20* ImX2] 
ky m N 
-Py[Imyj + £cos20* ImK, + 2£lmF3 + ^2^(1 +£•)cosImy4] 
- PZ\_£sin 1<F>* ImZ2 + ^2^(1 + E)sin 0* ImZJ}, 
where the X, Y and Z terms are written as a function of the helicity amplitudes 
x ,=W*+W 
X 2 =hlh?  +h N hf  
Yl = hi + hNhl' 
Y 2 =h N _h F _ '  -h ih i '  
r3 = h?hf 
Y 4 =h£hl '  -h F h N _ '  
Zx=h%h? -h0F hi' 
z2 = h"h? -hihi' 
Finally the double polarization term that is written 
<Tet = -h)^^-{-Px[^}2£{\- £)cos<t>* ReX, +Jl-£2 ReX2] 
ky m N 
+ Py[VNT-f)sin<t>* ReY4] 
+ P,[V\ -£ 2  ReZ 2 +j2e{ l -£)  cos0*  ReZJ}. 
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APPENDIX B 
RESPONSE FUNCTIONS IN TERMS OF HELICITY AMPLITUDES 
*;=!(«,f +|H2r+|HJf+|H4f) 
«H«sr+i".r 
R { = - 2 L M { H L H S }  
Kr =^Re{«5'«,- H ; H , + H ; H 1+H ; H , }  
R ' L T  = - ^ I M { - H ; H 2 + H ; H ,  
R [ R  + H L H ,  - T F 6 * T F 4 }  
R'LT =-^IM {-H;H,-H;H,+H;H,-H;H,} 
R^R = Re{- H L H A  + H * 2 H 3 }  
R ^ j  - H * 2 H 4 }  
R ] R  = I M  { H * H 3 + H ' 2 H 4 }  
R^ = -IM{# ,*TF4 + H*2H3] 
R ° L T . = ^ I M F  H ; H ,  + H ; H 4 - H ; H 2 - H ; H 3 }  
















Rir = - j=Rejff,*W, + HlH4 - HlH, + HlH,} 




^k f - i ^ r+N 2 - ! " ; 2  (214) 
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APPENDIX C 
HELICITY AMPLITUDES IN TERMS OF CGLN AMPLITUDES 
H ,  = —J=sin 9 *  ( F,  +  F ,  cos 0 * ) 
^2 (215) 
H 2  =  — ( 2 F ,  -  2 F 2  COS 0* + F4 sin2 ) 
(216) 
H 3 = ~ F 4S m 2 0 '  
(217) 
= -= sin 0* (2F2 + F3 + F4 cos ) 
(218) 
H 5 = F 5 + F 6COS& (219) 
#6 = F6sm # (220) 
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APPENDIX D 
CGLN AMPLITUDES IN TERMS OF DERIVATIVES OF LEGENDRE 
POLYNOMIALS 












PROPERTIES OF THE RESONANCES IN THE FIRST THREE RESONANCE 
REGIONS 
Table 19 Masses, half-widths, isospin, values for Ikn/Talong with associated 
pole positions from SM95 solutions. Corresponding residues are given as a modulus 
in MeV and phase in degrees. 
Resonance Wr (MeV) 172 (MeV) Isospin rwr Pole (MeV) Residue 
P33(1232) 1233 57 3/2 -1.0 1211-/50 (38,-22) 
PN(1440) 1467 220 1/2 0.68 1346-/88 (42,-101) 
D,3(1520) 1515 53 1/2 0.61 1515-/55 (34,7) 
Sn(1535) 1535 33 1/2 0.31 1501-/62 (31,-12) 
F,5(1680) 1678 63 1/2 0.68 1670-/76 (29,-6) 
S,i(1650) 1667 45 1/2 -1.0 1673-/41 (22,29) 
D,5(1675) 1673 77 1/2 0.38 1663-/76 (29,-6) 
S3,(1620) 1617 54 3/2 0.29 1585-/52 (14,-121) 
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